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INTRODUCTION 
The European corn borer is one of the most important pests of corn 
in the United States. Since the discovery of an infestation ip the vi­
cinity of Boston, Massachusetts in 1917> it has spread westward and south­
ward throughout much of the corn growing region of the United States. Ec­
ological studies have shown its adaptability to a wide range of climatic 
conditions and a great number of host plants. Caffrey (1928) concluded 
from a study of the distribution of the borer that there would be no cli­
matic barrier to prevent it from becoming established in those regions of 
the United States wherever its host plants were grown. 
In the fall of 1918 a federal quarantine was imposed on transporta­
tion of infested material outside of the area known to be infested. At 
the same time a campaign was begun by both state and federal agencies to» 
eradicate the borer by destruction of all corn stalks, weeds, and crop 
remnants which might harbor the overwintering larvae. Notwithstanding 
the quarantine and clean-up campaign, the borer continued to spread and 
damage within the infested area continued. 
New infestations of the borer were found in the fall of 1919 in the 
vicinity of Schenectady and also near Lake Erie in New York. The Lake 
Erie and Schenectady populations were uni vol tine in behavior; the New 
England population had a partial second brood annually. As the borer 
spread westward from Lake Erie, the predominantly uni vol tine pattern of 
behavior was maintained throughout the eastern North Central States. 
About 1938 the corn borer spread rapidly throughout the Midwest and re­
ports of a second generation were frequent. An infestation was found in 
Iowa in  1942,  and by 1950 a 11 o f  the states in  the North Centra l  Region 
were in fested.  
Dur ing the f i rs t  year of  in tensive corn borer  invest igat ions in  th is  
country,  Vinal  and Caf f rey (1918) noted that  a p lot  of  ear ly  p lanted mar­
ket  sweet  corn was more heavi ly  in fested than adjacent  f ie lds that  were 
p lanted la ter  in  the°season.  These observat ions suggested the use of  de­
layed p lant ing as a method of  reducing corn borer  damage. However,  i t  
was soon found that  the second brood of  borers in  New England in fested 
late p lanted corn more heavi ly  than the ear ly  p lanted corn.  in  those 
a r e a s  w h e r e  o n l y  o n e  b r o o d  o c c u r r e d ,  t h e  b o r e r  w a s  k e p t  a t  l o w  l e v e l s  i n  
f ie lds in which the p lant ing was delayed.  
Soon af ter  the in t roduct ion of  the European corn borer  in to the 
Uni ted States,  entomologists found that  some var iet ies of  corn were more 
to lerant  than others to in festat ions.  About  192o,  stra ins of  corn were d i  
covered which showed par t ia l  immuni ty  to  borer  at tack.  Since that  t ime 
programs for  the development of  res is tant  corn hybr ids have been in i t ia ted 
by the Uni ted States Department  o f  Agr icul ture and exper iment  s tat ions of  
the major  corn producing states of  the North Centra l  Region.  A large num­
ber of  res is tant  inbreds have resul ted f rom th is  work and some are being 
incorporated in to the commercia l  hybr ids of  the Corn Bel t .  
The changes in  agr icul ture and the b io logy of  the corn borer  in  re­
cent  years have af fected the bionomics of  the insect .  Agronomists and 
entomologists fe l t  there was a need fo<~ an evaluat ion of  factors in  the 
envi ronment of  the corn borer  in  the Midwest .  The problem was submit ted 
to the North Centra l  Regional  Technical  Commit tee on Entomology.  In  19S3 
an exper iment  ent i t led ' 'Factors Inf luencing Corn Borer  Populat ions1 1  was 
initiated as a project of the NC-20 committee. This was a cooperative 
experiment conducted by the experiment stations of the states»of Iowa, 
Minnesota, and Ohio, and the United States Department of Agriculture. 
The data from the first four years (1953-1956) of the experiment were 
assembled and analyzed in 1957. The results of this evaluation (Everett 
et al. 1958) confirmed the need for study of the bionomics of the borer 
in the North Central States. 
The regional experiment was continued throughout the 1957 and 1958 
seasons with some modifications in technique and procedure. Some of the 
data from Iowa for these two years are presented in this paper to show 
the effect of hybrid resistance and date of planting on corn borer popu­
lations at the Iowa location. 
There have been no reports to date of resistant corn that is entirely 
immune to the European corn borer. The population may be drastically re­
duced but a variable number of larvae are able to complete their develop­
ment on the most resistant strains yet tested. A supplementary experiment 
was set up to determine if these escapes were genetically capable of over­
coming resistance in the corn plant. 
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REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
Corn Borer Distribution 
The European corn borer has a wide distribution throughout the North­
ern Hemisphere. Caffrey and Worth ley (1927) reviewed the established 
records of distribution. The geographic range extended from approximately 
58° north in Livonia (= Estonia) to 13° north in Guam and the Philippines. 
The climatic conditions ranged from the dry steppes of southeastern Russia 
to the tropical, humid areas of Guam and the Philippines. In a recent 
publication, however, Jepson (1954) considered the borer in southeastern 
Asia and the Phi 1ippines to be Pyrausta salentialis (Sn.), not P. nubi1 -
a)is (Hubn.). .In the United States infestations were reported in 38 of 
the 48 states in 1957. The infested area extended from the East Coast 
westward to Montana, Wyoming, Colorado, and Oklahoma and included the 
states bordering the Gulf of Mexico with the exception of Florida and 
Texas (Iverson 1958). 
The presence of the European corn borer in the United States was 
first reported by Vinal (1917). The actual introduction of the pest was 
thought to have occurred some years earlier. Specimens reared from dahlia 
in 1916 were definitely identified at a later date as Pyrausta nubilalis 
(Hubn.). A survey in the fall of 1917 revealed an infested area of ap­
proximately 100 square miles in the region 0/ Boston. At that time sim­
ilar damage was reported by farmers to have been present for the past 3 
or 4 years in garden and market sweet corn. From these reports Vinal and 
Caffrqy (19J°8) assumed that the original importation had occurred some­
5 
time about 1910. An infested area was discovered near Schenectady, New 
York in 1919. This infestation was reported by Caffrey (1919) to be a 
discrete population. A second infestation, in the western part of New 
York state along the shores of Lake Erie, was also discovered in 1919 
(Caffrey and Worthley 1927). By 1942 Pyrausta nubilalis was found 
throughout the area bordering Lake Erie in New York, Pennsylvania, Ohio, 
Michigan, and on the Canadian side in Ontario. The Massachusetts pop­
ulation during this time spread southward along the Atlantic Coast as 
far as New Jersey. 
Biology of the Corn Borer 
A knowledge of the biology of an insect is essential in evaluating 
the relationship between that insect and its host plants. Vinal and 
Caffrey (1918) gave a detailed account of the life history and biology of 
the borer in the two-generation area in Massachusetts. Later Caffrey and 
Worthley (1927) compared the behavior of the borer in the one-generation 
area with the two-generation population. Similar studies were also re­
ported by Barber (1928). Huber et^ aJL (1928) presented a detailed account 
of the biology of the borer in the one-generation area of Ohio. Goleman 
(1954), Cox (1955), and tieekman (1957) have all contributed to a knowledge 
of the biology of the borer in Iowa. In general, the studies in Iowa cor­
respond fairly well with the findings of Vinal and Caffrey (1918) for New 
England. 
The European côrn borer overwinters as a mature larva in plant debris 
of the previous growing season. In the spring of the year activity of the 
e 
larva is resumed at which time a flimsy cocoon is constructed. These 
activities were first described by Vinal and Caffrey (1918). The larva 
pupates within the cocoon and remains in the quiescent pupal stage from 
2 to 3 weeks. Spring pupation in Iowa occurs from the latter part of 
April to the first part of June according to studies by Goleman (1954) 
and Weekman (1957). Moth emergence from the pupae begins during the lat­
ter part of May and continues throughout the first three weeks of June. 
First brood eggs are deposited in masses of from 1 to 162 eggs per 
mass. Weekman (1957) determined the average size of first brood egg 
masses in Iowa to be 15.6 eggs per mass. The eggs are usually deposited 
on the under surface of the leaves of the corn plant. The time required 
for egg hatching is dependent upon temperature. Huber et^ aj_. (1928) re­
ported that the incubation period in Ohio varied from 114 to 254 hours 
with an average for 81 masses being 181 hours or 7.56 days. 
After hatching,the first instar larvae wander about the plant for a 
time before feeding begins. Huber et aj_. (1928) reported that feeding be­
gins only when a negative phototropism and positive thigmatropism have 
been satisfied. This is accomplished when the larvae crawl between the • 
tightly rolled leaves of the whorl. Cox (1955) found the majority of first 
and second instar larvae located in the moist area of the spirally rolled 
whorl leaves where the leaf blades are contiguous. The first feeding 
points were reported by Bell (1956) to be principally the bull!form cells 
of the upper epidermis of the corn leaf. The later feeding lesions also 
include tissues on either side of the rows of bulliform cells. 
The third instar larvae feed on the leaf blades in the whorl and be­
gin tunneling in the midribs> and sheaths. If the tassel is sufficiently 
developed, the third instar larvae may be found feeding on the inflores­
cence. 
The fourth and fifth instar larvae feed upon all parts of the plant 
but are principally "borers" and begin tunneling into the stalk of the 
plant. Some of the fourth and fifth instar larvae also feed on the leaf . 
sheaths and developing ear structures. 
The first brood larvae begin to mature about the middle of July. 
Weekman (1957) reported from 9 to 88 percent pupation of the first brood 
in Iowa. Usually from 80 to 100 percent £>f the mature larvae pupate in 
midsummer to produce a second brood of moths * 
Second generation egg masses are laid on the leaves near the ear, on 
the ear husks, or on the stems. The average size of second brood egg 
masses in Iowa was reported by Weekman (1957) to be about 18.9 eggs per 
mass. 
Cox (1955) studied the pattern"of second brood larvae establishment 
and development. He found that the first.and second instar larvae were 
found in association with pollen and anther accumulations in the axils of 
the leaves". Third instar larvae were found associated with the sheath 
collars and behind the sheaths and tunneled into the midribs, stalks, ând 
ears. Fourth instar larvae also were found throughout the plant. Fifth 
instar larvae had tunneled into the stalk and behind the leaf sheaths. 
As the weather becomes cool in the fall, the mature larvae construct 
a silk lined chamber either in the stalk or behind a leaf sheath and en­
ter diapause. These larvae constitute the overwintering population. 
Those larvae which did not pupate at midsummer are relatively inac-
O 
tive throughout the second brood infestation period and are morphologic­
ally indistinguishable from the mature second-brood borers in the fall. 
However, cavities produced by first-brood borers are usually much darker 
irl color than those produced by the second brood. 
Corn is the preferred host of the borer when present in an accept­
able stage of growth. In addition to corn, more than 200 different 
species and varieties of plants have been reported as attacked by the 
borer, A list"of plants known to be attacked, with the severity and fre­
quency of infestation indicated, was given by Caffrey and Worthley (1927). 
The character which in general was found in all of the host plants was a 
sizeable pithy stem, flowerhead, seedpod or fruit. Hodson (1928) listed 
131 genera in 40 plant families that served as host plants for the corn.-
borer. Dicke (1932) made a study of field infestations of weeds and also 
artificially infested a number of plants to determine the possible host 
relationships in southeastern Michigan.1 He found that the borer was cap­
able of living for more than one generation on a number of different 
plants in that area but natural infestation of weeds did not occur to any 
degree except in those areas where corn was grown. A study conducted in 
France by Roubaud (1930) indicated that the borer in that region was more 
attracted to the common mugwort Artemesia vulgaris L. than to either corn 
or hemp. Marston and Dibble (1930) found no preference shown for mugwort 
in Michigan although a few moths were attracted to plants of varying 
sizes. Caffrey and Worthley (1927) reported that in the New England area 
on occasion cocklebur (Xanthium species), barnyard grass (Echinochloa » 
crus-gai 1i (L) Beauv.), and smartweed (Polygonum species) appeared to be 
preferred as hosts rather, than corn. 
Broomcorn has become common 1 y accepted as the most plausible mater­
ial by which the borer might have been introduced into the United States. 
Smith (1920) analyzed data on importations of broomcorn from Italy and 
Hungary and concluded that this was the most likely mode of introduction. 
The original infested areas near Boston and in New York were both located 
in the vicinity of broom factories which had received large shipments @f 
broomcorn from Europe about 1912. Barber (1928) suggested, however, that 
perhaps the New England importation might have been in hemp while the New 
York infestation could have been in broomcorn. The arguments presented 
by Barber in support of this suggestion are quite interesting. Hemp was 
imported from Italy by a cordage factory in the vicinity of Boston at 
about the right time to account for the initial infestation in that region. 
He pointed.out that if the infestations in the two areas had arisen from 
separate importations, from different geographic regions and two differ­
ent host plants (broomcorn from Hungary and hemp from Italy), one might 
better be able to explain the fact that the New England population was a 
two-generation strain with a variety of host plants, whereas the popula­
tion around Lake Erie had but one generation per year almost exclusively 
on corn. 
Barber (1928) conducted a series of experiments in which larvae from 
the New York population were reared through several generations in the 
Massachusetts area and larvae from the Massachusetts area were transferred 
to'the New York region. In both instances, the original seasonal behav-
10 
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ior was retained. Those larvae from New York reared under Massachusetts 
conditions continued to have only one generation per year, whereas those 
from Massachusetts grown in New York continued to go through two gener­
ations a year. Caffrey and Worthley (1927) obtained the game results from 
a similar group of experiments. They concluded that any difference in 
temperatures between the Massachusetts and western New York region would 
have been in favor of two generations in New York instead of Massachusetts. 
Arbuthnot (1944) worked with collections of larvae from various parts 
of the United States and concluded that the single generation habit was a 
genetically recessive character to the multiple generation habit. The 
material from New Haven, Connecticut was a homogeneous multiple genera­
tion strain of borer, while Toledo, Ohio had a heterogeneous population 
containing a complex of multiple and single generation strains occurring 
together.. A homogeneous single generation strain was isolated from the 
Toledo material but no homogeneous multiple generation strain'was obtained 
A difference in the rate of larval development between the multiple 
and single generation strains was observed by Arbuthnot (1944). Barber 
(1928) had also noticed this in working with the Massachusetts and Sche­
nectady, New York strains of moths. Under similar conditions of develop­
ment, the pupation and emergence of the New York strain was delayed to the 
extent that it was difficult to obtain ma tings of the two populations. 
When mating was achieved, however, the progeny were found to be fertile 
and thus the two populations represented strains of a single species and 
were not considered to be two different species. 
O-
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Resistlnce of Corn Plants to European Corn Borer 
Plant resistance to insect attack was defined by Painter (1951) as 
the relative influence of the heritable qualities possessed by an inbred 
line, hybrid or variety, upon the degree of plant injury caused by the 
insect. Snelling (1941) used the word resistance "to include those char­
acteristics which enable a plant to avoid, tolerate or recover from at­
tacks of insects under conditions that would cause greater injury to 
other plants of the same species." This was the concept of the term re­
sistance used by entomologists until recently. The broad concept of re­
sistance resulted in some confusion whenever the term was used. Recently 
Beck (1957) applied the term intravarietal resistance to factors which 
are correlated with differences in maturity among corn plants of identi­
cal genotype. Differences in relative resistance among corn plants of 
identical growth stage but different genetic composition were referred to 
as intervarietal resistance. 
Painter (1951) resolved the phenomena of plant resistance into three 
basic groups: (1) preferential selection, (2) antibiosis, and (3) toler­
ance. Relating these groups to the problem of resistance to European 
corn borer, preferential selection is shown in the oviposition preferences 
of the female moth, antibiosis is reflected in reduced larval survival and 
inhibited development, and tolerance is shown in the ability of a plant 
. 
to stand and produce yield in spite of attack by the borer. The popula­
tion study under consideration in this paper is concerned primarily with 
preference and antibiosis. », 
(ntravarietal resistance mechanisms were among the earliest factors 
12 o 
studied in  re lat ion to borer  populat ions.  For the most  par t ,  these stud-
i  es have deal t  wi th date of  p lant ing or  delayed matur i ty .  Slower growing 
var iet ies ha've been reported to be more res is tant  than rapid ly  growing 
var iet ies (Huber e_t  a j_.  1928,  Cutr ight  and Huber 1928,  Meyers 1929,  1930,  
Pol ivka 193' )  and delayed p lant ings were found to be less at t ract ive to 
ov iposi t ing moths (Caf f rey 1919,  Nei  swander and Huber,  1929,  Schlosberg 
and Mathes 1937,  Beard and Turner 1942,  Everet t  et  aj_.  1958,  and.  many 
others)  ar id borer  surv ival  was decreased as the p lant ing date was delayed 
Patch (1929) and Mars ton and Dibble (1930) concluded that  delayed p lant­
ing d id not  decrease surv ival  of  the larvae.  In a la ter  paper,  however,  
•Patch (1937) publ ished data which indicated -a greater  surv ival  of  borers 
in  ear l ier  p lant ings.  
• " , 
The observat ions of  Vinal  and Caf f rey (1918) showing decreased borer  
in festat ions on la te p lanted corn,  were inc luded in  the int roductory re­
marks.  Nei  swander and Huber (1929) found a corre lat ion of  .99 between 
p lant  haight  and ov iposi t ion on a group of  f ive plant ings and s ix  var i ­
et ies of  corn in  Ohio.  The smal ler  la te p lanted corn was more res is tant  
to oviposi t ion than larger  ear ly  p lanted corn.  Resistance to larval  sur­
v ival  was inversely associated wi th s i lk ing date.  Huber e j :  a j_.  0923) 
presented data to show that  ov iposi t ion was greater  on some var iet ies of  
corn than on others and greater  on normal  than subnormal  corn.  The var i ­
eta l  d i f ferences were at t r ibuted to d i f ferences in stage of  development 
o f  the p lant  at  the t ime of  ov iposi t ion and as such were actual  1 y  ^n ex­
pression of  in t ravar ieta l  res is tance.  
Bio logical  s tudies by Beard and burner (1942) showed that  the second 
brood moths in  Connect icut  were at t racted to corn f rom the midwhor1 to 
13 
the late tassel stage of development. During the second generation moth 
flight in 1941, most of the corn in their observation plots'was smaller 
than the attractive height. A few plots of corn were beyond the mid-
whorl stage and received egg masses. Smaller corn was not infested al­
though a number of corn borer eggs were found on smartweed growing near 
the plots. Using artificial infestation, they were able to show that 
survival was highest when plants were infested in the midgreen tassel 
stage." Caffrey (1919) had noted earlier that moths preferred to deposit 
their eggs on corn bearing a tassel or just coming into the tassel stage. 
. Schlosberg and Mathes (1937) working under northern Ohio conditions 
found that late planting under single generation conditions reduced corn 
borer infestations in sweet corn,but in 1936 a partial second generation 
of borers reduced the protection afforded by late planting. 
Bell (1956) studied a number of corn inbreds as seedlings and de­
termined that intravarietal resistance to borer survival was present in 
corn plants in the vegetative stage of growth. The young plants were 
capable of supporting corn borer larvae only after they had entered into 
the floral phase of growth. The transition from vegetative to floral 
stage occurred from 6 to 9 days after the plants had emerged from the 
ground. 
Luckmann and Decker (1952) used the tassel ratio, which is the length 
of the tassel primordium or tassel, divided by the height of the plant 
from the ground to the tip of the longest leaf and multiplied by 100, as 
an index of intravarietal resistance. They concluded that borer survival 
of significance began at a tassel ratio of 15-20. 
Using artificial media to which corn leaf tissue from plants in dif­
ferent stages of development had been added, Beck (1957) was able to 
demonstrate that there were intravarietal resistance factors which were 
negatively correlated with tassel length. 
Interparietal resistance to borer survival was first demonstrated by 
Marston (1930) using an Argentine flint variety of corn, Maize Aniargo. 
Amargo was shown to be resistant to borer survival, and the resistance was 
transferred to progeny of crosses with susceptible Michigan varieties. 
All of the F| generation were intermediate in' resistance. In the Fg.gen­
eration there was a segregation in the ratio of 3«I susceptible to I re­
sistant. This was interpreted by Marston (1930) to be an expression of 
simple Mendelian dominance of susceptibility. In further crosses in­
volving a late maturing variety, Polar Dent, Marston .(1931) demonstrated 
that the resistance in Amaçgo crosses was not associated with lateness or 
unadaptabi1ity. 
A great amount of work has been reported in the literature on the 
development of resistant varieties, inbreds, and hybrids (Marston 1930, 
Patch jet aj_. 1938, Patch £t aj_. 1942, Schlosberg and Baker 1948, Dicke 
and Guthrie 1955,. Dicke and Penny, 1956, and Penny and Dicke 1956.) 
Two papers by Patch (1937 and 1943) contained detailed population 
studies on a resistant single cross hybrid. The first of these reported 
"resistance in R4 X Hy as compared with A x TR which was borer susceptible. 
The number of borers reaching maturity in ten plantings of the resistant0 
o ° 
hybrid in 1936 was only 46.6 percent of the number in the ^ susceptible 
o o 
strain. Artificial infestations (Patch 1947) were used in this study. 
o 
the difference in susceptibility was maintained regardless <Sf the date of 
O 
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planting. However, the early planted R4 x Hy supported a greater popula­
tion than a late planting of A x TR. The difference in leaf area and 
maturity of the two hybrids was small. 
In the second paper Patch (1943) showed that larval development was 
retarded and the larvae at any particular time were lighter in weight 
when grown on the resistant R4 x Hy as compared with the susceptible 
A x TR. 
The presence of antibiotic resistance factors in some varieties of 
* * • 
.corn has been shown by a number of workers (Huber 1936, 1938, Beck and 
Lilly 1949, Dicke and Guthrie 1955, George 1957, and Everett et ajL 1958). 
Using artificial diets to which extracts of corn were added, a group of 
workers at Wisconsin (Beck 1951> 1957, Beck and Stauffer 1957, and Smiss-
man et aj_. 1957) isolated a chemical antibiotic'agent which was reported 
to be more heavily concentrated in resistant than susceptible inbreds. 
This ether soluble material was identified as 6-methoxy,2(3)-benzoxazoli-
none. 
Bell (1956) studied morphological characteristics of a number of 
corn inbreds.. The bulliform cells in the epidermis of a resistant line 
were smaller than in a susceptible line. By careful manipulation of a 
. 
safranin strain, a difference was also detected in staining reaction of 
the walls of the bulliform cells. 
Cumulative Effects of Resistance 
» 
Pa inter ' ('1941 ) relates that one of the most frequently asked Ques­
tions concerning resistance projects is "How permanent can we expect in-
O 
sect resistant varieties to be?" Insect populations have shown a capac-
i  ty for  overcoming le thal  ef fects of  insect ic ides (Brown 1951)•  Wi l l  in­
sects a lso overcomê p lant  res istance? 
Cartwr ight .and Noble (1947) have recent ly  demonstrated that  Hèssian 
f ly  populat ions can be segregated which are not  af fected by res istance 
mechanisms in  wheat .  Painter  (1941) pointed out  some instances in  which 
. res is tance of  p lants to insect  at tack had been mainta ined for  long per-
iods;  grape species res istant  to the Phyl loxera have'  been in  use for  70 
years and res istance of  apple var iet ies to wool  y  apple aphid for  more 
than 100 years.  
No reports were found in  the l i terature on the ef fect  of  rear ing 
successive generat ions of 'corn borers on a res is tant  s t ra in of  corn.  
Yie ld Reduct ion by Corn Borers 
The evaluat ion of  y ie ld reduct ion by the European corn borer  has been 
a major  facet  of  research s ince damaging populat ions 'developed in  the 
Corn Bel t .  Patçh (1933) in i t ia ted the use of - legst  squares techniques in  
est imat ing the regression of  y ie ld on borers.  In  a subsequent  paper,  
Patch et  a l .  (1941) found a mean loss in  y ie l -d of  3.6 percent  per  borer  
per  s ta lk  in  the open pol l inated var iety Clarage,  whereas in  a group of  
hybr ids,  the mean loss per  borer  was 2.99 percent .  The data f rom which 
these f igures were obta ined were col lected under f i rs t  brood in festat ions 
in  Ohio for  the years 1930 to 1933.  The stage of  p lant  development,  so i l  
condi t ion,  potent ia l  y ie ld,  gnd degree of  in festat ion were found,  in  a s im­
i lar  study by Patch et_ a j_.  (1942),  to  have an ef fect  on reduct ion in  y ie ld.  
e ® 
The loss in  y ie ld for  a group of  s ingle crosses infested by second 
© 
brood borers was measured by Deay £t^  a 1.  (1949) in  Indiana.  The average 
o 
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loss in yield was 1.08 and 1.27 bushels per acre per borer per plant in 
1$44 and 1945 respectively. These figures were considerably less than 
the 3 percent figure obtained from Patch's (1941) work on first brood 
infestation, in common use at the time for estimating borer losses. 
Chiang and Hodson (1950) reported that second brood losses due to de­
creased yield were inconsequential in Minnesota although losses dug to 
harvest waste were increased. 
Using data from the NC-20 experiment, Kwolek (1958) and Everett et 
a I. (1958) showed th#t the damage estimate in common usage was not val id 
throughout the North Central Region. Both of these papers used cavities 
as well as borers to evaluate yield losses and the number of cavities was 
found to be the more reliable criterion. 
O 
o 
s 
o 
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METHODS OF PROCEDURE 
6 
O 
The experimental work was carried out at the European Corn Borer 
Research Laboratory, located on the Iowa State College farm at Ankeny, 
« 
_ Iowa. 
o * 
Land used for growing corn in experimental plot work had been in a 
corn-corn-oats-alfalfa crop rotation program for at least five years and 
in alfalfa the year preceding its use. Standard agronomic practices were 
followed as closely as possible. As an insurance measure against soil in­
sects the ground was treated with heptachlor at the rate of 2 pounds per 
acre preceding planting. A commercial fertilizer was applied-to the area 
prior to seed bed preparation and the corn was side-dressed with 150-160 
pounds ®f 5-20-10 fertilizer per acre after germination.. 
Corn was hand planted in hills spaced 40 inches apart. Six kernels 
were planted in each hill, and the stand was thinned to a uniform popula­
tion of three plants per hill when the corn was 8 to 10 inches high. 
Two single cross hybrids of dent corn, one resistant and the other 
susceptible to borer damage, were selected on the basis of similar matur­
ity and past performance with relation to borer damage. The susceptible 
hybrid was WF9 x M14 and the resistant was 0h43 x 0h51A. These are the 
single cross hybrids used in the NC-20 experiment since 1953-
The first planting date in 1957 was May 2; the second on May 23. 
Commercial planting of corn in Iowa was 90 percent completed on May 23 in 
1957. The first planting date in 1958 was May 5; the second on May 23. 
@ 
Commercial planting of corn in Iowa was 80 percent completed on May 18 in 
e 
1958 and virtually completed by May 26. 
e 
o 
o 
* 
# 
o 
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A split-split plot design with six replications was utilized for the 
experiment in 1957. An early and a late date of planting formed the whole 
plots.. The subrplots divided the susceptible and resistant hybrid in each 
of the planting dates. There were eight sub-sub plot treatments designed 
to produce different levels of borer infestations within each of the plant 
ing date-hybrid combinations. These eight treatments were as follow: 
Treatment 
number 
2 
3 
First brood 
treatment 
'Second brood 
treatment 
5 . 
6 
. 7 
Spray' 
Natural infestation 
Natural infestation plus 3 
manually applied egg 
masses' 
Natural, infestation plus 6 
manually applied egg 
masses3 . 
Spray 
Spray"* 
Spray 
Natural infestation plus 3 
manually applied egg 
masses^ 
Sprayz 
Natural infestation 
Natural infestation 
Natural infestation 
Natural infestation 
Natural infestation plus 3 
manually applied egg 
masses3 . 
Natural infestation pi us 6 
manually applied egg 
masses^ 
Spray' 
'"Sprayed with EPN at the rate of .5 pound per acre every five days 
during first brood moth flight. 
'^Sprayed with DDT at the rate of 1 pound per acre at 10-day inter­
vals during second brood moth -flight. 
3 
One egg mass contains approximately 15-20 eggs. 
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The basic field plan for 1957 is given in Figure 1. Each of the in-
e 
• 
• * dividual plots (S3, Rl, etc.) was six hills wide and seven hills long. 
Such a plot is illustrated in Figure 2. The outside row surrounding the 
* e 
plot served as a buffer row for the rest of the plants. The 2 x 5 hill' 
center portion of the plot was reserved and used for yield measurements.in 
the fall. Two rows on either side of the yield rows were used for obser­
vations on plant development, egg mass counts, and midsummer dissection. 
The 1958 experiment was set up as a split plot design with five rep­
licates. There were four whole plots, based on combinations of two hy­
brids and two planting dates: early planted susceptible, late planted 
susceptible, early planted resistant, and late planted resistant. There 
were nine sub-plot treatments made up of all possible combinations of 
three levels of first brood infestation and three levels of second brood 
infestation. These treatments were as follow: 
Treatment First brood Second brood 
number treatment treatment 
. 
1 Spray' Spray2 
2 Spray' ' ' ' Natural infestation • 
3 Spray' Natural infestation plus 
3 manually applied egg 
masses 
Natural infestation Spray2 
3 
'Sprayed with EPN at the rate of .5 pound per acre every five days. 
2Sprayed with DDT at the rate of 1 pound per acre at 10-day intervals. 
, • • 
^One egg mass contains approximately 15-20 eggs. 
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Figure 1. Basic field plan for the split-split plot 
experiment of 1957. 
Figure 2. Layout of the experimental unit for the-split-
split plot in 1957, or the split plot of 1958. 
(Plot area = 20' x 23-31 -) 
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Treatment 
Number 
First brood 
treatment* 
Second brood 
treatment 
5 Natural infestation Natural infestation 
6 Natural infestation e Natural infestation plus 
3 manually applied egg 
• masses^ 
7 Natural infestation plus 3 
manually applied egg 
masses3 . 
8 Natural infestation plus 3 
manually applied egg 
masses3 
Natural infestation 
9 Natural infestation plus 3 
manually applied egg • 
masses^. 
Natural infestation plus 
. 3 manually applied egg 
masses^ 
The basic field plan 'for 1958 is illustrated' in Figure 3. The indi­
vidual plot arrangement, Figure 2, was the same as that used in 1957. 
of EPN to control first brood infestations were spaced approximately every 
five days beginning when eggs were found on the plants and continued 
throughout the first brood oviposition period. The spray material was 
directed into the whorl of the plant. 
During second brood, DDT was applied at about 10-day intervals begin­
ning with first egg deposition and continued for as long as necessary to 
control second brood- larvae. The spray was directed at the region of the 
ear and the axils of the leaves. 
Thg eggs used for manual infestations were produced by the techniques 
described by Guthrie (1958). The salient features of this technique are 
the following. Infested stalks were collected* in.the.fall and stored over 
Insecticides were applied with a 3-galIon hand sprayer. Applications 
25 o 
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REPLICATE n 
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Late Susceptible 
Early Resistant" 
Late Resistant 
Repl icate Area = 180' x 96.5'  
Experimental '  Area = 180' x 497.7' 
Approximately 2.4 Acres 
Figure 3. Basic field plan for the split plot experiment 
of 1958. 
winter  in  large emergence cages.  As the moths emerged inQ the spr ing,  the 
females were col lected and p laced in  specia l  ov ipos i  t ion cages.  The moths 
o 
deposi ted egg masses on sheets of  waxed paper.  Using a specia l ly  de-
® e 
e 
signed d ie punch machine,  d isks ( .5 inch in  diameter)  conta in ing one egg 
mass each,  were tu t  f rom the wax paper sheets and af f ixed to a Celotex 
board wi th st ra ight  s teel 'p ins.  The egg masses werê then p laced in  an 
O ° 
incubator  unt i l  just  pr ior  to hatching.  The egg masses used for  in festa­
t ion were in  th is  pre-hatching or  "b lack head" stage.  
F i rs t  brood manual , in festat ions of  both the ear ly  and la te p lant ings 
were in i t ia ted when the p lants in  the ear ly  p lant ing were about  35 inches 
in  extended height*  the tassel  rat io  was 15-20,  and moths were ov iposi t ­
ing in  the f ie ld.  For the f i rs t  brood,  the egg masses w'ere dropped in to 
the whor l  o f  the p lant .  -Second brood manual  in festat ions were s tar ted 
when the p lants in  the la te p lant ing Xvere receiv ing natural  in festat ions 
and as near pol len shedding as possib le.  For the second-brood'  in festa­
t ions,  egg masses were p inned to the midr ibs on the unders ide of  leaves 
near the pr imary ear .  The speci f ied complement o f  egg masses was d iv ided 
among three appl icat ion dates spaced about  three days apart  ;  p lants sched­
u led to receive three egg masses got  one mass on each of  three days;  those 
scheduled to receive s ix  masses got  two masses per  appl icat ion date.  The 
ear ly  and la te p lant ings were in fested on the same day.  
The growth and development of  the corn in  each of  the hybr id-p lant ing 
date combinat ions were fo l lowed unt i l  fu l l  p lant  height  was reached.  
Twice each week p lants were measured to ascerta in the extended leaf  height  
"and the height  of  the tassel  or  tassel  pr imordium. These measurements 
27 
9 
were used to compute the tassel ratio, according to the formula of Luck-
e 
mann and Decker (1952). Thfs formula is " -
• *> - : "«<>•• 
« . 
• * • ° 
The plants used.for these measurements were chosen ert random from 
' . • 
each of treatments 1, 2, 3, and 4 in'1957 and treatments 1, 4, and 7 in 
1958. ° . 
. . 
The date on which 50 percent of the plants were tasseled or silked 
i • . 
was determined to establish a "tasseling date" and "silking date" as a" 
supplementary measure of maturity. Five plants in each of the plots were 
checked daily after the first appearance of tassels or silks and contin­
ued until- 50 percent of the plants examined were positive for these factors 
The number of egg masses each of the hybrid-planting date combina­
tions received from the ovipositing field population pf moths was observed 
by counting and marking the egg masses on staked plants. Two plants in 
each of the plots used for plant measurements were marked with white gar­
den stakes. As. egg masses were found on the plants, they were encircled 
with a waterproof ink, given a number, and the date of observation was 
recorded. 
The seasonal development of first brood infestations, in the various 
treatments, was measured by periodic plant dissections. In 1957 one plant 
was chosen at random, twice each week, from each plot of treatments 1, 2, 
3, and 4 and dissected to determine the larval population. Two plants 
were dissected, at one week intervals, from each plot of treatments 1, 4, 
* • 
and 7 in 1958. The number of living larvae per plant and their i'nstar 
O) 
° 28 » 
. 
were recorded. A more critical evaluation of first brood populations fol-
• o 
lowigg th£ various treatments was made at midsummer when most of the lar­
vae were0 in, the fifth instar. .Six plants were taken at random from the 
treatments listed above, removed from the plot, and dissected. The num-
* • 0 
ber of larvas per plant, their instar, the number of cavities.approxi-
. 
mately .75 inch deep or more in the stalk, and the number of leaf lesions 
:5 inch or more in extent on the midrib» or sheath were.recorded. 
The fall population was evaluated when the corn was sufficiently 
mature to harvest. One plant from each of the yield hills in every plot ' 
of the experiment was selected at random and dissected.. The number of 
larvae and their instar and the number of cavities .75 ihch deep or more 
in the stalk were recorded. A record was also kept of the location in the 
plant of the cavities and larvae. The ear from each dissected plant was 
numbered to correspond with the dissection data from that plant. 
After the ten plants had been dissected, the ears of corn from .the 
remaining 20 plants of the 2 x 5 hill yield portion of the plot were har­
vested. Ears from the ten dissected plants were combined with the ears 
from the 20 plants, placed in a bag and tagged with the plot number. The 
bags of corn were hung in a shelter until the moisture content of the 
grain decreased to less than 20 percent. 
Ears of corn from the ten dissected plants were weighed individually 
to the nearest one-tenth'of a gram. The entire 30-ear sample was then 
weighed and a sample of grain was collected to ascertain the moisture con­
tent. This information was then used to convert the yield to pounds per 
plot at 15.5 percent moisture. 
° 29 ° 
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,Analyses of variance, cônsisten6 with the experimental designs, were 
.performed on the data collected at the midsummer dissection and the fall 
dissection. ° ° 
A randomized complete block experiment with four treatments and four 
replicates was set up in the spring of 1957 to evaluate borer survival as 
. 
influenced by the hybrid on which the parent stock of moths had been 
. 
reared. The four treatments were as follow: (1) susceptible corn (WF9 x 
MI4) infested with eggs .from moths reared the previous generation on 
WF9 x M14, (2) susceptible'corn infested with eggs from moths reared on 
the resistant hybrid 0h43 x 0h51A, (3) resistant corn (0h43 x 0h51A) in­
fested with <-ggs from moths reared on that hybrid, ànd (4) resistant corn 
infested with eggs from moths reared on susceptible corn. 
Stalks of the resistant hybrid (0h43 x 0h51A) and the susceptible 
hybrid (WF9 x Ml4) were collected from heavily infested pl-ots in the fall 
of 1956 and placed in separate emergence cages over the winter. A sample 
of larvae was collected and weighed. As the moths emerged, they were 
placed in oviposition cages according to their source. A record was kept 
of the number of eggs laid by the moths which emerged from each group of 
stalks. . After proper incubation these eggs were used for infesting the • 
experimental plots. 
Cages covered with a Saran plastic screening material' were erected 
over the plots to exclude natural infestation.. Each cage' was 18 x 20 x 8 
feet high and- covered one replicate. Five rows of corn, six hills deep, 
* Natural colored Lumite, 12 x 12 mesh, a product of the Lumite Di­
vision of Chicopee Manufacturing Corp., Cornelia, Georgia. 
30 
o» 
were planted jn each cage (three rows ôf 0h43 x 0h51A and two rows of 
WF9 x M14). The center row in each cage (replicate) was the resistant 
hybrid; the remaining four positions were randomly assigned to one of the 
treatments and planted with the appropriate hybrid. The plots were man­
quai ly infested with three egg-masses per plant; one mass was applied to 
each plant every other day. 
Two dissections were made to evaluate the-corn borer populations 
which developed from the former treatments. Two weeks after manual in-
festations were completed and again when most of the larvae were mature, 
six randomly selected plants were taken from each treatment in each rep­
licate (a total of 24 for each treatment) and dissected. The numbers of 
larvae per plant and their instar of development were recorded. 
The data from each dissection were statistically analyzed as a ran­
domized complete block experiment. 
Plant Development 
The influence of the developmental stage of the corn plant on borer . 
accumulations has been demonstrated -in the past. The two hybrids used 
in this work were selected on the basis of similar matufity and resistance 
or susceptibility of the inbred parental components ; intravarietal re­
sistance mechanisms were induced by planting corn early and late in the 
normal planting period. Plant growth and development were measured 
throughout the growing season. 
1957 
The data çollected in 1957 on height measurements and tassel ratios . 
are given in table 35. The resistant hybrid grew more slowly than the 
susceptible hybrid during the first three weeks after emergence of the 
seedlFngs. There was little difference between the development of the 
two hybrids as the tassel ratio increased from about 4 to 20. A compari­
son of the progressive tassel ratio increase for the four hybrid-planting 
date combinations in the absence of infestation is given in Figure 4. 
During the period of manual' infestation and mid-oviposi tion the two hy­
brids were in about the same stage of development, as measured by tassel 
ratio. The dates of manual infestation are indicated in Figure 4. 
The early planting, as would be expected, had a greater tassel ratio 
and was taller than the late planting during the early part of the 1957 
season. As the early planted corn reached maturity the differences in 
both height and tassel ratio between the two planting dates decreased. . 
32 
O 
About the middle of July, differences in the rate and degree of de­
velopment between infested and borer free plants became evident in the 
susceptible hybrid. The infestëd plots grew more slowly and the final 
extension to full height was delayed.. These effects were not apparent as 
early in the resistant hybrid and were not as pronounced. 
The most striking manifestation of the effect of infestation on 
plant development was found in a comparison of final extended heights. 
The infested plants were measurably stunted by the activities'of the 
borer in the plant. 'The extended height measurements made on August 20 
pre given in Table 1. 
Table 1. Extended height of plants on August 20, 1957. 
. ra 2 • 3 4 
•Natural Natural plus Natural plus 
Planting Sprayed infestation 3 egg masses 6 egg masses 
Inches 
Early susceptible . 88.3^ 78.6 73.4 71.0 
Early resistant 88.2 ' 83-7 83.8 84.3 
Late susceptible 90.2 87.0 80.6 78.6 
Late resistant 90.1 89.3 86.7 85.4 
^Treatment number 
^Each figure is the mean of 30 observations. 
The greatest stunting occurred in the early susceptible planting; the 
least amount in the late resistant. The early resistant planting was less 
affected than, the late susceptible in manually infested plots (treatments 
3 and 4). The former was more affected by natural infestation than the 
latter. .As will be seen in a subsequent section, the early resistant 
Figure 4. Progressive tassel ratio increase 
as influenced by planting dates and 
hybrids of corn in 1957. (Arrows 
indicate dates of manual infesta­
tions.) 
* • 
Figure 5. Progressive tassel ratio increase 
as influenced by planting dates and 
hybrids of corn in 1958. (Arrows 
indicate dates of manqal infesta- * 
tions.) 
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planting had a greater natural infestation than the late susceptible. 
Tassel emergence and silking began about four days earlier in the 
resistant hybrid than in the susceptible hybrid. The dates of mid-tassel 
emergence and mid-silking are-given in Table 2. . 
Table 2. Dates of mid-tassel emergence.and mid-silking in 1957. 
Date of Date of 50 percent Days to 50 percent' 
Planting planting Tasselinq SiIkinq Tasselinq SiIkinq 
Early .May 2 July 10 July 17 69 . 76 
. Late May 23 July 17 July 26 55 64 
The late planting developed more rapidly than the early planting. 
Development from planting time to 50 percent tassel emergence required 14 
days more in the early planted corn than the late planted corn; the time 
to 50 percent silking required 12.days more in the early planted corn. 
195& ' 
The data collected in 1958 on height measurements and tassel ratios 
are given in Table 36. In 1958 the early planted corn grew more rapidly 
than in 1957, whereas the late planted corn grew more slowly, especially 
during the early part of the growth period. Later in the. season growth 
and development of the late planting were accelerated and the differen­
tial established earlier was decreased. These differences in growth rate • 
are shown in the grgphs of the tassel ratios, Figure 5« During the period 
: 
of first-brood borer establishment the difference in tassel rati'os of; the 
two plantings was greater in 1958 than in 1957. Cool weather in the lat-
36 
e e 0 • 
ter part of June was perhaps responsible for the temporary stunting«of the 
late planting while the early planting, in a more advanced stage of 
growth, was not affected.• 
Varietal differences in growth rate were evident at a tassel ratid 
of between 10 apd 20 (Figure 5). Except for this earlier appearance of a 
differential growth rate, the differences found in 1958 were-very similar 
to those of 1957. However, the early resistant planting had a greater 
tassel ratio than the early susceptible during the latter part of the 
first brood oviposition period and when the last manual infestation was 
applied. The dates of manual infestations are indicated in Figure 5. 
Final extended height measurements in 1958 are given in Table 3. At 
the time of these measurements the plants had completed their growth and 
stunting effects were apparent. Plots that had been manually infested 
were stunted in all except the late resistant .planting. However, plots 
in the early susceptible planting were the only ones with any degree of 
height reduction due to a natural infestation. 
Table 3* Extended height of plants on August 11, 1958. 
Planting Sprayed 
First brood treatment . 
4 • 7 
Natural 
infestation 
Natural plus 
3 egg masses 
Early susceptible 
Early resistant 
Late susceptible 
Late resistant 
103.2" 
93.5 
104.6 
97.4 
Inches 
99.1" 
92.3 
103.4 
98.5 
92.8 
89.3 
96.3 
97.3 
^Treatment number 
^Each figurq is a mean of 25 observations 
O 
The resistant hybrid reached the mid-tassel emergence and mid-silking 
date about-four days ahead of the susceptible hybrid. Data for.the. two 
hybrids were averaged to obtain a tassel emergence and silking date for 
each planting. These means are given in Table 4. 
' The numbers of days from planting to mid-tassel emergence and mid-
silking in 1958 correspond closely to the figures for 1957. Again the 
late planting developed more rapidly to this point than did the early 
planting. Twelve more days for tasseling and ten more days for silking 
were required to reach the 50 percent level for the early planting than 
for the late planting. 
Table 4. Dates of mid-tassel emergence and mid-silking in 1958. 
Date of Date of 50 percent Days to 50" percent 
Planting planting Tasselinq Silking Tasselinq Silking 
Early May 5 • July 5 July 14 o>
 
00
 
Late May 22 July 17 July 28 56 -6 7 
Egg Deposition 
Two variables were presented in this experiment to first brood moths 
in the selection of plants on which to deposit eggs: (1) the different 
genetic composition of the two hybrids and (2) differences in size and 
stage of development imposed by different planting dates. 
A third variable, in addition to the above, is present during second 
• • 
brood moth flight — the condition of the plants following first brood in­
festation. Some of the plants infested during first brood were severely 
damaged and were also stunted. 
First brood, 1957 
The first egg masses were found in the experimental plots on June 10, 
1957. More than one-half of the observed egg masses were laid in the 
period from June 14 to 18. The numbers of first brood egg masses found 
on each of the hybrids and two dates of planting are given in Table 5-
Table 5. Number of first brood egg masses found on the plots in I95/» 
Planting date 
j Hybrid Early Late Average 
Per -100 plants 
V/F5 x M14 250a 42 146 
Oh43 x 0h5IA 100 25 ' 62.5 
Average ' 175 33.5 104.25 
aEach figure was derived from the mean of observations ipade on 48 
plants. 
The susceptible hybrid, WF9 x Ml4, appeared to be preferred to the 
resistant hybrid, Oh43 x 0h51A, foi* ovipositing by the-first brood moths. 
The early planting was preferred to the late planting. There was, however 
less discrimination between the two hybrids in the late planting than in 
the early planting.• 
During the period of maximum oviposition the two hybrids within each 
of the planting dates were almost equal in height and their tassel ratios 
were quite close. This indicates that there was, in 1957, some factor 
other than physical height or stage of development as measured by tassel 
fi» 
o 
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ratio that attracted moths to WF9 x Mj4 for egg deposition.* . 
• . 
• . ° 
First brood, 1958 
First brood ovipos-i tion. began about «June 1 in 195&. Thq first egg 
masses were found in the experimental plots on June 2 and oviposit ion con 
tinued until June 27. Egg deposition was not concentrated in any partic­
ular peri'od in 1958. Seventy-eight percent of the total number of first 
brood egg masses were found during the peri'od beginning June 9 and ending 
June 20, however, there was no pronounced peak during this period.• . 
The numbers of egg masses found during first brood oviposition in 
1958 are given in Table 6. The early planting was quite obviously pre­
ferred to the late planting by ovipositing moths. Egg deposition in the 
' 
Table 6. Number of first brood egg masses "found on the plots in 1958. 
Planting date" 
. Hybrid Early Late Average 
Per 100 plants 
WF9 x M 4 .80* 3' 41.5 
Oh43 x 0h51A 100 0 50.0-
Average .90 1.5 45.75. 
aEach figure is based on the mean of observations made on 30 plants. 
latter was so slight that the relative attractiveness of the two hybrids 
could not be evaluated in the late planting. The resistant hybrid in the 
early planting was preferred to the susceptible hybrid. This was a re­
verse of the situation found in 1957. It should be recalled at this time 
that in 1958 the resistant hybrid had a greater tassel ratio during the 
o ° 4o 0 0 
. 
latter part of the oviposition period and was also slightly taller. In 
o • 
1957 the two hybrids in the early planting were almost equal iji height 
and tassel ratio. . 
e • . 
Second brood, 1957 
Second brood oviposition.began July 23 and continued until September 
3 in- the experimental p.lots. 'Approximately 50 percent of the total eggs 
found had been laid by August 7- The numbers of second brood egg masses 
found throughout the oviposition period on various treatments in each 
planting are given in Table 7. These data were analyzed as a split-split-
plot experiment with two dates, two hybrids, and three treatments. The 
results of this analysis are presented in Table 37. 
Table 7. Number of second brood egg masses found in 1957. 
First brood treatment' _ 
Natural Natural plus 
Planting Sprayed infestation 3 egg masses Average 
Per 100 plants 
Early susceptible 167* ' 58 33 86.0 
Early resistant 42 67 . 75 61.3 
Late susceptible 133 167 175 158.3 
Late resistant 150 142 • 100 130.7 
Average 108.5 95.8 123.0 ' 109.1 
aEach figure was' derived from the mean of observations made on 12 
plants. 
There was no significant difference in the mean numbers of egg masses 
found on the three treatments. However, a significant component of var­
iance was found for the differences in treatments found in individual 
41a 
O 
o 0 O 0 " 
plantings. This could bg,attributed to an increase in"the nufober of egg 
S 
masses on the sprayed plots as compared v/ith plots that were infested by 
% 
first brood*in the early susceptible and the late resistant plantings; in 
« 
the late susceptible and early resistant plantings the pattern was re-
versed. No" explanation for this situation can b.e given. 
» 
The late planting was more attractive than the early planting to 
gravid second generation moths. This difference between dates of planting 
was highly significant. Although more egg masses were found on the sus­
ceptible hybrid than.the resistant hybrid in each of .the planting dates, 
the difference was not found to be significant. 
Second brood, 1958 
Second brood egg masses were found August 4 and oviposition con­
tinued until August 25 in the experimental plots in 1958. The total num­
ber of second brood egg masses recorded throughout the second brood ovi­
position period in 1958 is summarized in Table 8. These data were.anal­
yzed as a split plot experiment with four whole plots (planting date-
hybrid combinations) and three subplots (levels of first brood infesta­
tion). Differences referred .to in the following discussion were shown to 
be significant. The analysis of variance is given in Table 38. 
Second brood moths laid.more eggs on the late planting than the early 
planting. The number of egg masses found in the early planting was so 
small as to make any conclusion concerning hybrid effects in that plant­
ing questionable. In the late planting, however, the- resistant hybrid 
was manifestly preferred. 
There is an indication thâê the moths avoided plants in the late sus-
Table 8. Number ûf second brood egg masses found in 1958. 
First brood treatment 
Planting Spray Natural 
Natural + 3 
egg masses Average . 
Per 100 plants 
Early susceptible. (WF9 x Ml4) 20a 10 0 10.0 
Early resistant (0h43 x 0h51A) 0 - • 0 20 '6.7 ' 
. Late susceptible (WF9 x- Ml 4) 80 - 30 30 35.0 • 
Late resistant (Oh43 x 0h51A) 100 120 90 ' 103.3 
Average 50 40 . 35 • 41.67 ' 
a * 
Each figure is based on the mean of observations made on ten plants. 
ceptible planting that were more heavily infested by first brood. This 
difference was not. found.in the resistant "hybrid nor were.differences be­
tween the overall means for the three, treatments significant. 
• • 
First Brood Borer Populations 
There is a decline in the population on'a plant from.the time the 
eggs hatqh until the moths emerge. Huber ejt ajL (1928) reported the 
heaviest mortality of larvae occurred during the. first instar; often as 
much as 70 percent of the initial population. This decline in population 
was attributed to the larvae dropping from the plant or starving before 
reaching the whorl. After the larvae become established on the plant the 
rate of mortality decreases' and.the population decline is more gradual 
"with each succeeding instar. 
In the ensuing discussion of populations, the initial population is 
considered equal to the number of eggs placed on the plant. ' The final 
population was estimated when 50 percent of the larvae had reached the 
fifth instar. 
1957 
Development of the first brood infestations on the various treatments 
was followed by sampling the population at about four-day intervals begin­
ning June 18 and ending with the midsummer dissection on July 18. 
The numbers of larvae on the plants at each dissection date are 
listed in Table 9; the original data are given in Table 39. 
. The greatest number of larvae for any dissection date was found on 
June 28 in the early planting and June 2k and 27 in the late planting^ 
Data from the plots manually infested with three egg masses are plotted 
in Figure 6 with the dates of manual infestation indicated. In the pop-
ulation'curves of all except the late resistant planting, the highest 
• peak occurred on the dissection date following the last manyal infesta­
tion; in the late resistant planting the peak was found following the 
second infestation date. Manually applied egg masses were within 2k 
hours of hatching when placed on the plant and the larvae from these eggs 
were at. least one day old gt the time of the first dissection following 
infestation. There is every, reason to believe, therefore, that the pop- . 
ulation peaks did not actually indicate the greatest population present 
on the plant at any time. 
The number of larvae on the.plants declined until about July 5, after 
which only slight changes were observed in the population. Fluctuations 
found during July are attributed to sampling. 
The most critical evaluation of first brood populations was based on 
the midsummer dissection on July 18, 1957.' An analysis of variance of 
these data are presented in Table 40. 
Results of the analysis of variance confirmed the validity of ob­
served differences between the two planting dates and the two hybrids 
(Table 8, July 18). There was no indication that either of these var­
iables had an influence on the effect of the other. 
Source of infestation had an influence on the number of larvae found 
in any particular planting. This derived in part from a more uniform 
initial infestation on manually infested plots than op naturally infested 
plots. The late plantings had lesg initial natural infestation than the 
early plantings, while manual infestation provided at leâst three egg 
Table 9. Corn borer populations found, by periodic dissections during the first brood infesta­
tion, 1957. . „ 
. Treatment Treatment • '• 
Natural + 3 Natural + 6 Natural + 3 Natural + 6 
• Date Natural .egg masses egg masses Natural egg masses egg masses 
Larvae per 100 plants Larvae per 100 plants 
Early planted WF9 x M14 Early planted Oh43 x 0h51A 
June 18 • 33a 
21 100 3-33 700 83 300 433 
26 350 1083 1867 550 850 333 
' 28 283 2283 3000 317 1517 2067 
July 1 750 1567' 1883 617 . 650 1067 
5 533 1083 1433 333 633 &50 . 
9 800 767 • 1617 . 300 417 550 
16. • 567 950 1067 300 567 430 
18 ' 586 894 997. 356 • 472 567 
Late planted WF9 x M14 Late planted 0h43 x 0h51A 
June 20 283 . 417 ' 33 67 650 
24 283 783 • 2067 100 867 2000 
27 67 " 1183 • 1717 67 583 1367 
July 2 117 767 1450 100 633 650 
. 5 ' 83 700 • 583 33 317 417 
8- 50 600 1067 133 317 300 
11 133 650 750 17 167 233 
I8b ' • 158 603 725 94 275 392 
aEach figure is based on the mean of observations made on six plants except on July 18 
when 36 plants were examined: 
b 
Midsummer dissection date. 
Figure 6. Numbers of larvae per plant during the first brood 
infestation period, 1957. (Arrows indicate dates 
of manual infestation.) 
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masses per plant, which partially compensated for differences- in natural 
® e 
egg deposition. A second factor which contributed to the interaction of 
source of infestation (treatments) and plantings was differences in lar­
val survival associated with the initial population level. 
Survival of the initial infestations was estimated by dividirlg the ' 
number of larvae found at the midsummer dissection by the number of eggs 
placed on the plants. . The number of eggs in a mass was estimated to 
average about 20. A sample of plants had been checked throughout the 
oviposition period to determine the number of egg masses laid on each 
planting. The egg population on manually infested plots was equal tor 
the number of naturally oviposited eggs found on a particular planting 
plus the number in the manual application. Results of these calculations 
are given in Table 10. Data from the early and late plantings of each 
hybrid were pooled for evaluating the effect of resistance; data for the 
two hybrids were pooled to evaluate planting date. 
In- general, larval survival was decreased by the resistance factors 
in 0h43 x 0h51A, as compared with WF9 x Ml4. Differences between the two 
dates of planting were small, and their validity might be questioned; The 
succeeding discussion should clarify this point. 
Survival decreased as the rate of initial infestation (number of egg 
masses), was increased. There was a greater initial infestation on the 
early planting than on the late planting for any particular-treatment • 
level. Therefore., the adverse effects associated with increased initial 
infestation were."probably more pronounced in the early planting. If the 
initial infestations had been"equal, (1) the observed differences in per-
o 48 s 
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Table 10. Survival of first-brood corn borer larvae in 1957. 
Treatments . ' 
• . .• Natural + 3 Natural + 6 
Planting Natural egg masses egg masses 
Percent3 
WF9 x Ml4b 
0h43 x 0h51Ab 
Early0 
La tec 
15.3 8.5 • 5.7 
18.4 5.1 3.6 
14.8 7.0 4.9 
18.9 6.5 4.3 
^Derivation explained in text. 
bMean of two planting dates. 
cMean of two hybrids. 
centage survival for manually infested treatments would have been greater, 
and.(2) the differences in survival for the natural infestation (treatment 
2) would probably have been reversed. The overall reductions in borer pop­
ulations' produced by preferential oviposition and larval survival' are given 
in Table 11. Late planting was more effective than resistance in Oh43 x 
0h51A in reducing natural infestations. This was largely the results of 
preferential oviposition. With this effect partially compensated by man- . 
ual infestation, resistance proved to be more effective in reducing first 
brood infestations. A combination of late planting and hybrid resistance 
reduced the natural population by '86 percent below that on the early 
• • 
planted susceptible hybrid. 
The developmental stage of the borers found at each dissection date, 
was recorded. This seasonal progression of larval development is summar­
ized in Table 12. ° 
o o e 
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Téble- 11. Influence of corn*hybrids aYtd planting dates, on populations 
of corn borer larvae found at the midsummer dissection in 
1957. 
5 " 
Na tura 1 
Treatment 
Natural +' 3 
eqq masses 
Natural + 6 
eqq masses 
Population on: 
Resistant 0h43 x 0h51A • 2253 374 480 • 
(per 100 plants) 
Susceptible WF9 x Ml4 372 ' 748 861 
(per 100 plants) 
Reduction by 
resistant hybrid (percent) 40 50 44 
Population on: 
Early planting 471 " . 683 
CM 0
0 
(per 100 plants) 
Late planting 126 439 • 559 
(per 100 plants) 
Reduction by 
late planting (percent) 73" 36 28 
aEach figure is based on the mean of observations on 72 plants. 
Stadia of the larvae developing on the resistant hybrid and in the 
late planting were longer, especially for the first and second instars, 
than in the susceptible hybrid or the early planting. The larvae devel­
oped to maturity more rapidly in the early planting and the susceptible 
'hybrid. 
1958 ' 
In 1958, the periodic dissections to determine the borer populations 
throughout the season were made only once, instead of twice, each week. 
This change in the frequency of dissection was made so the number of 
plants examined at any one date could be increased from one to three. The 
Table 12. Development of first brood larvae as affected by corn hybrid and planting date 
• ' in 1957. ' 
Date 
Instar 
5 P(6)' 
Average 
instar 
Instar 
3 5 P(6)' 
Average 
instar 
Percent 
Early susceptible WF9 x Ml4 
Percent 
Early resistant 0h43 x 0h51A 
e June 18 100 • 1.0 
21 * 90 10 . 1.1 98 • 2 1.0 
26 79 20 1 .1.2 91 • 9 • 1.1 
28 7.5 • 22 •3 1.2 85 14 1 1.1 
July 1 21 42 29 8 2.2 36 33 24 7 2.0 
° ° 5 28 46 26 3.1 41 • 36 21 2 2.8 O 
9 10 37 34 19 3.6 ' 20 42 28 10 3.3 
16 5 32 61 2 4.6 1 9 32 55 3 4.4 
0 18b • 4 . 18 71 7 4.8 . 4 22 65 9 4.7 
. Late susceptible WF9 x Ml 4 Late resistant Oh43 x 0h51A 
June 20 100 1.0 100 - 1.0 
24 99 1 1.0 100 1.0 
27 81 18 1 1 . 1  93 7 1.0 
Ju 1 y 2 55 30 10 5 1.5 ' 63 32 ' 3 • 2 1.2 
5 32 44 21 3 1.9 35 43 15 7. 1.9 
.8 
. 7 31 32 23 7 2.9 16 29 40 11 4 2.6 
0 11 17 41 32 10 2.9 12 52 • 32 4 3.2 
15 8. 40 51 1 4.4 21 32 47 • 4.2 
0 I8b- 7 • 28 61 ' 4 4.6 5 31 ' 63 1 4.5 
aPupae were given a value of 6 in computing average instar. 
^Midsummer dissection date. 
51 . 
number of larvae found at each of these dissections is given in Table 1*3. 
A more complete record is listed in Table 4f. 
Corn borer populations in Central Iowa were generally lower in 1958' 
than in 1957. .A lower initial population of eggs was deposited in the 
fields and survival was decreased. 
The greatest populations observed on any dissection date were found 
on June 26 and 27. These dissection dates followed the last manual infes 
tation by three or four days. The relationship of the infestation dates 
Table 13. Corn borer populations found by periodic dissections during 
the first brood infestation i.n 1958. 
Treatment Treatment 
Natural + 3 Natural + 3 
Date Natural egg masses Natural eqq masses 
Larvae per i  100 plants Larvae per 100 plants 
Early planted WF9 x Ml4 Early planted Oh43 x- 0h51A 
June 19 133*. • 453 313 593 
26 387 1407 353 1 120 
Ju 1 y" 2 207 907 .127 213 
10 373 680 87 193 
*'7 173 553 67 200 
28b . 213 400 103 180 
Late planted WF9 x M14 Late planted i 0h43 x 0h51A 
June 27 33 1007 . .  o  1020 
Ju 1 y 3 133 393 0 113 
11 0 333 0 140 
18 33 253 7 73' 
28b 13 290 * : 6 63 
aEach figure is the mean of observations made on 15 plants except on 
•July 28 when 30 plants were studied. 
^Midsummer dissection date. 
to the peak of the population curves is° shown in Figure 7. In the dis­
cussion of first brood populations for 1957, a point was made that the 
e 
observed peaks did not represent the actual zenith-of borer numbers*. . „ 
This was also true for 1958. 
After July .2, 19.58, there was .little change in the number of borers 
found on the manually infested plots except in the early susceptible 
planting. The number of larvae in this planting continued-to decline 
until the midsummer dissection. 
An analysis of variance for data on the number of borers found at 
the midsummer dissection is given in Table 42. All of the variables 
tested were significant, with the exception of replicates and the inter­
action between hybrids and dates. The following evaluations of the data 
are supported by the analysis. 
Source of infestations (treatments) .influenced the effect which hy­
brid resistance or susceptibility and planting date had on first-brood 
borer populations in 1958. The data in Table 14 will be utilized to ex­
plain this result. Plots that received only a natural infestation were 
subject to differences in initial infestation due to preference shown by 
the first brood moths for ovipositing on early planted corn.- This re­
sulted in a difference between naturally and manually infested plots that 
was greater in the late planting than in the early planting. The numbers 
of larvae in the naturally infested plots of the late planted corn were 
less than in the early planting; there were fewer larvae in the resistant 
hybrid than the susceptible. 
Populations in manually infested plots >vere less subject to differ-
Figure 7- Numbers of larvae per plant during the first brood infestation 
period, 1958. (Arrows indicate dates of manual infestation.) 
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Table 14. Numbers of larvae found at the midsummer dissection, 1958. 
0 0 • * 
. Treatment° 
Natural + 3 
Planting Natural3 egg masses 
Per 100 plants 
Early susceptible 213C .400 ' 
Early resistant 103 . 180 
Late susceptible . 13 290. 
Late resistant 6 . 63 
^Treatment 4. 
^Treatment 7.' 
("Each figure is based on the mean of observations on 30 plants. 
encesin initial infestation than naturally- infested plots. However, 
there was a difference in the numbers of larvae found in the manually in­
fested plots of the four plantings; the early susceptible had the great­
est population, the late susceptible was next, and the late resistant had 
the least amount of infestation. 
The efficiency of hybrid resistance and a late planting date, in re­
ducing the first brood infestations in 1958,-i s demonstrated in Table 15. 
Source of infestation (treatment) had .only a slight effect on the 
percent reduction in infestation due to resistance in Oh43 x 0h51A as 
compared with WF9 x MI4. The difference, however, was statistically sig-
nificant. 
Late planting reduced the natural infestation by 94 percent. This 
was due largely to escape from initial infestation. Reduction in borer 
numbers due to late planting was only 39 percent when an initial infesta-
Table <,15. Influence of corn hybrids and planting dates on populations-
of corn borer larvae found at the midsummer dissection in 
1958. 
Treatment 
Natural + 3 
Natural egg masses 
Population on: 
Resistant 0h43 x. 0h51A 
(per 100 plants) 
Susceptible WF9 x MI4 
(per 100 plants) 
Reduction by 
resistant hybrid (percent) 
Population on: 
Late planting 
(per 100 plants) 
Early planting 
(per 100 plants) 
Reduction.by 
late planting (percent) 
109a 
226 
52 
19 
3 1 6  
94 
243 
463 
48 
353 
580 
39 
aEach figure based on the mean of observations on 60 plants. 
tion was supplied by a manual application of egg masses. Some differ­
ential in initial infestation was present on the manually infested plots 
also. This would tend to increase the efficiency of the late planting in 
decreasing- the population. Therefore any bias in the 39 percent figure 
for reduction in numbers of larvae by late planting would increase the 
percentage instead of decreasing it. However, the presence of antibiotic 
factors, in small measure, in late planted corn is not eliminated by these 
factors. 
A decrease in infestation associated with larval mortality was dis­
cussed for the 1957 first brood population. Comparable figures on per­
cent survival from eggs to larvae at midsummer were also calculated from 
57 
• 9 
Table 16. Survival of first-brood corn borer laryae in 1958. 
e 
Treatment 
Natural + 3 
. Planting • Natural egg, masses 
Percent 
Early susceptible WF9 x Ml4 13-3 5.3 
Early resistant 0h43 x Qh51A 5.2 2.3 
Late susceptible WF9 x Ml4a • 4.8 
Late resistant 0h43 x 0h51Ab -' 1.1 
a0nly one egg mass was found in checking for natural egg deposition. 
bNo egg mass found in checking for natural egg deposition. 
the 1958 data and are presented in table 16. 
The survival pattern for 1958 was quite similar to that found for 
1957. The early planted susceptible hybrid was a more satisfactory host 
than the resistant hybrid or the susceptible hybrid planted late. Since 
there was only one level of manual infestation in 1958, and the natural 
infestation was so confounded by variability in the initial infestation 
on the various plantings, no statement concerning the effect of the ini­
tial infestation on larval survival seems justified. 
The data collected in 1958 on the development of the borers are pre­
sented in table 17. The progression of larval instars, and consequently 
the stadia of development, in 1958 was veçy close to 1957 for comparable 
dates until about the middle of July; thereafter the larvae grew more 
slowly in 1958. The latter part of July was unseasonably cool, which 
probably accounts for the retarded development. 
Differences in-the developmental stage of the larvae found on the 
Table 1«7. Development of first brood larvae as affected by corn hybrids and planting dates 
in 1958. 
Instar Average Instar Average 
Date 1 2 3 4 5 P(6)d instar 1 2 3 4 5 P(6)a instar 
Percent Percent 
Early susceptible WF9 x Ml4 Early resistant 0h43 x 0h51A 
• 
June 19 100 1.0 99 1 
• 
1.0 
26 78 21 1 1.2 -94 6 1.0 
July 2 23 62 • 14 1 1.9 47 50 3 1.5" 
10 15 44 24 17 3.4 7 34 34 22 3' 2.7 
17. 11 49 40' 4.2 3 27 63 7 3.7 
28 1 4 64 ' 31 5.9 18 69 13 • 4.9 
• Late susceptible WF9 x Ml 4 Late. res i stant 0h43 x 0h51A 
June 27 100 1.0 99 1 1.0 
July 3 59 36 5 1.4 65 35 1.3 
11 40 46 10 4 2.7 5 52 33 10 2.4 
18 6 26 ' 34 34 3.9 . 18 27 18 37 3.7 
28b 8 86 6 4.9 • 32 6& 4.6 
aPupae were given a value of 6 in computing average instar. 
^Midsummer dissection date. 
four hybrid and planting date combinations at the time of the midsummer 
dissection were greater in 1958 than 1957. Larval development was most 
rapid in the early planted susceptible hybrid and slowest in the late 
resistant. The rates of development for larvae feeding on the early.re­
sistant and late susceptible plantings were almost equal and were inter­
mediate between the other two. 
Fal l  Borer  Popu la t ions 
The borer  popu la t ions found in  the fa l l  may cons is t  o f  a  var iab le  
mix ture  o f  both  f i rs t  and second brood la rvae. .  The propor t ion .o f  f i rs t  
brood la rvae in  the popu la t ion . is  determined by  thé percentage o f  la rvae 
that  pupate  a t  midsummer and the in tens i ty  o f  second brood in fes ta t ion . .  
In  des ign ing the exper iment ,  t reatments  were se t  up that  would  per ­
mi t  measurement  o f  the f i rs t  brood popu la t ion  which.was present  in  the 
fa l l ,  f i rs t  and second brood mix ture ,  and second brood popu la t ions,  in  
the absence o f  f i rs t  brood.  Th is  ar rangement  permi t ted an eva luat ion o f  
second brood popu la t ions in  re la t ion  to  the in tens i ty  o f  f i rs t  brood in ­
fes ta t ions.  
Th.e progressive development of second brood larval populations was 
not  fo l lowed throughout  the  season.  In  the fa l l ,  when most  o f  the borers  
were mature  and in  cond i t ion  for  the w in ter ,  a  sample  cons is t ing  o f  ten 
randomly  se lec ted p lants  f rom each p lo t  was d issected to  determine the 
number  o f  la rvae that  surv ived fo l lowing the var ious t reatments .  
o 60 
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1957 
. • 
The fall dissection was begun September 28 and completed October 4, 
" 
1957. Most of the larvae at that time were'in the fifth* instar and many 
'were already in diapause. The number of larvae not in, the fifth instar 
• o e 
was so small as to be inconsequential. A total of 1,920 plants were 
. 
dissected. 
The results of an analysis of variance of the data on borer popula­
tions found at the fall dissection are presented in Table 43. The data 
are summarized in Table 18. 
More larvae were found in the fall in late planted corn than in the 
early planting; this difference was significant. Over-all means for the 
two hybrids, disregarding planting'dates and treatments, were not sig­
nificantly different. This was due to the reaction of the hybrids within 
the two planting dates. In the early planting, the resistant hybrid had 
a greater population than the susceptible hybrid; the situation was re­
versed in the late planting. 
Disregarding planting dates and hybrids, the treatment means may be 
grouped into three levels of intensities of infestation: (1) low, treat-* 
ments 2 and 8, (2) medium, treatments 2, 3, 4, and 5, and (3) -high, treat 
ments 6 and 7. There was no significant difference among the means with­
in each group but each group dfffe'red from the other two. These three 
groups coincide with the three'second brood treatments ; low levels were 
sprayed, medium levels were natural fry infested, and the high levels .were 
manually infested during second brood. 
Populations on treatment 1 were the best approximation to borer free 
Table 18. Fall populations of corn borer larvae, 1957. . 
• 
• 
Treatment 
la 2 3 .4 5 6 7 8 
First brood: Sb N N + 3 N + 6 S S S N + 3 
Planting Second brood: S N N N N N + 3 N + 6 S Average 
• • Per 100 plants 
Ear 1 y susceptible • 77C' 168 323 190 268 395 612 63. 262 
Early résistant 43 307 250 283 295 555 - 688- 40 308 
Late susceptible 62 515 438 473 522 835 997 105 493. 
Late resistant 22 400 428 352 . 430 583 642 36 362 
Average 51 348 360 325 .379 592 735 61 356 
^Treatment number. 
bS = spray 
N = natural infestation 
N + 3 = natural infestation plus 3 egg masses. 
N + 6 - natural infestation plus 6 egg masses. 
• 
cEach- figure is based on the mean of observations made on 60 plants. 
plants that could be achieved by hand spraying.with DDT a.t the rate of 1 
pound of actual insecticide per acre. Treatment 8 was set up to deter­
mine the number of first-brood.borers present in the fall population. 
DDT, the insecticide used to eliminate the second brood infestation on 
this treatment, was* shown by Lindquist and Dahm (1956) to haye little 
effect on fifth instar European corn borers. Therefore, any first brood 
residual population should not have been affected by spray applications 
made during second brood. Since- the numbers of larvae in the plants of 
treatments 1 and 8 were not different, it is assumed that no first-brood 
borers were present in the fall populations in 1957. Pupation dissections 
made in August showed that almost.100 percent of the first brood larvae 
pupated that year. 
There was a great deal of variation, within .each of. the four hybrid-
planting date combinations, in the numbers of larvae found on those plots 
that received only a natural infestation during second brood. The rel­
ative population level on any particular treatment in this group, as com­
pared with other treatments, was not consistent from one planting to art- ' 
other. In the early susceptible planting, the greatest fall population 
for the treatments that were naturally infested.only during second brood, 
were found on plots that had received a manual infestation of three egg 
masses during first-brood; in the early resistant planting, this treat-
.• 
ment had the lowest population. Similar inconsistencies were found else­
where in the data for natural second brood populations. There was no 
apparent biological basis for these interactions of hybrids, planting 
dates, and treatments. 
° o o 
The greatest populations in each of the plantings were found ofi pldts 
that had been manually infested with three or six second -brood egg masses. 
The six egg mass dosage gave a higher infestation in each of the hybrid 
and planting date combinations than did .three egg masses, but the differ­
ences between the two were not consistent. In the early susceptible y 
planting the population from six egg masses was 1.55 times greater ttian 
the population from three egg masses-; the additional three egg masses in 
the late susceptible planting increased the infestation, only 1.19 times. 
Differences in borer survival can be seen in Table 19. 
Table 19. Survival of second-brood corn borers as influenced by corn 
hybrid and planting date in 1957. 
Second brood infestation3 
Na.tu ra 1 + 3 Natural + 6 
Planting Natural egg masses egg masses Average 
Percent 
Early susceptible 8.2 4.3 4.0 5.5 
Early resistant 19.7 7.4 5.1 10.7 
Late susceptible 20.9 9.8 - 6.9 12.5 
Late resistant • " 13.6 • 6.4 4.2 8.1 
Average ' 15.6 ' 6.9 5.1 . 9.2 
aPlots were sprayed during first brood. 
Borer survival decreased as the initial infestation was increased. 
The late planted susceptible hybrid was the most satisfactory host, fol­
lowed by the earI y planted resistant hybrid. The early susceptible plant­
ing was the least satisfactory. Survival was less in the late resistant-
planting than either the early resistant or late susceptible plantings. 
This indicates that the resistance mechanisms present in 0h43 x 0h51A 
o 
o 
o o 
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during the fierst brood infestation decrease as the corn matures. In the 
6 susceptible single crosS, late planted corn.was the more satisfactory 
D # 
host. The late planted res is tint hybrid.was less mature than the early 
. • 
planting and retained mofe resistance to larval survival ; the early 
planting was the more satisfactory host in this hybrid. 
1958 "•* 
Changes in the experiment of. 1957 to the design of 1958 were made 
to evaluate more precisely the fall populations in the experimental plots. 
• • 
By using all possible combinations of.three levels of first brood infesta­
tion and three levels of second brood infestation, the data can be an­
alyzed as a factorial experiment.imposed on a split plot design. This 
allows a more critical evaluation of the effect of first brood infesta-
. 
tions on second brood populations. 
The fall dissection was begun October 13 arid completed October 17. 
• . 
A total of 1,800 plants were dissected. An analysis of variance for 
the data collected on borer populations from the fall dissection is pre­
sented in Table 45. 
The late planting had a greater population of larvae in the fall than 
the early planting. No significant difference was found in the number of 
larvae on the resistant hybrid as compared with the susceptible' hybrid and 
. the test for interaction of hybrids and dates of planting was negative. 
• Therefore the data from the two hybrids may be pooled to evaluate differ­
ences in planting dates.' This was done and the means for each planting 
date are shown in Table 20. 
There were three populatipn levels, bas-ed on the numbers of borers 
Table 20. Effect of date of planting, first brood infestations, and initial second brood 
infestations on the number of corn borers found in the fall, 1958. 
Treatment 
ld 4 7 2 5 8 3 6 9 
First brood: Sb N N+3 S N N+3' . S N N+3 • 
Planting Second brood: S S S . N • N N' N+3 N+3 N+3 Average 
Per 100 p lants 
Early 25C ' 29 41 ' 73 74 78 173 166 131 '87.8 
Late 47 51 52 134 105 108 192 178 174 115.7 
Average" '  ' 3 6  40 47 103 90 93 182 172 153 ° 
^Treatment number. 
bS = spray. •' 
N = natural infestation. 
N + 3 = natural infestation plus 3 egg masses. 
("Each figure is the mean of observations made on 100 plants. 
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found in the fall: (I) low, treatments 1, 4, and 7, which were sprayed 
. ° o ° o 
during second brooti, (2) medium, treatments 2, 5, and 8, which were- nat-
o „ . • • 
urally.infested during second brood, and (3) high, treatments 3» 6, and 
9, which were manually infested. •> Each of 'these three groups contained 
o 
one treatment that was sprayed during first brood, one that was natur- -
ally infested by first brood, and one that was manually infested with 
first brood egg masses- With only one exception, there were no differ­
ences among the plots that were treated alike during second brood. This 
one exception was found in the group of treatments that were manually 
infested with second brood egg masses. There was a significant increase 
in survival of borers on plants that had been sprayed during first brood 
over survival on plants that were manually infested with three egg masses 
during first brood. However, neither of these were significantly differ­
ent from the plot that was naturally infested during first brood and man­
ually infested with second brood egg masses. 
The significant interaction of hybrids and levels of first brood in­
festation found in the analysis of variance suggested a comparison of the 
fall borer populations on each of the two hybrids at each of" the first 
brood infestation levels. This first degree interaction is demonstrated 
in Table 21. The second brood populations in the susceptible hybrid were 
greatest on plots that had been sprayed during the first brood infesta-
tf'cn.. In the resistant hybrid.any differences' among' the three treatments 
were due to an increase on the naturally infested group. 
'  . . .  
The remaining interactions of first and second brood infestations 
were not found to be statistically significant. 
e o 
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Table 2f. Effect of hybrid resistance and level of f i rs.t brood infesta-
° tion on the number of corn borer larvae found in the.fa 11. 
First brood treatment 
Natural + 3 
Hybrid Spray Natural egg masses 
Per 100 plants 
Susceptible 60.2a 47.8 47.2 
Resistant • 47.2 54.7 49.0 
•
aEach figure is based on the mean of observations on 300 plants. 
Survival of Corn Borers as Related to the Host Plant • 
of the Previous Generation 
Corn was planted in cages covered with Sa ran plastic screening mater­
ial which excluded natural infestation. The plants grew exceptionally 
well, under the cages in 1957 and were apparently.normal in every respect. 
Larvae from stalks collected in the fall of 1956 from the resistant 
0h43 x 0h51A and the susceptible WF9 x Ml4 were weighed in the spring of 
1957. The larvae reared on resistant corn for one generation weighed an 
average'of 98.2 mg.; those reared on susceptible corn weighed 108.1 mg. 
Moths from larvae reared on resistant'corn laid an average of 3-34 egg 
masses per moth as compared with 4.25 masses per moth -for those reared on 
susceptible corn. These eggs were used to infest the corn plants grown 
under cageà. 
Six plants from each treatment in each replicate were dissected on 
July 3, and a second group of six was dissected on July 19, 1957. In 
each instance the numbers of larvae per plant and their instar were re­
corded. The data on numbers of larvae found at each dissection are given 
Table 22. Effects of corn hybrids on larval survival* in 1957 in relation 
to the hybrid on which parent moths were reared in 1956. 
Source of Dissection Larval host 
parent moths. date ' 0h43 x 0h51A WF9 x Ml 4 Total 
Larvae per 24 plants 
X 
0h43 x 0h51A July 9 75 224 299 
July 19 84 • 132 216 
WF9 x MI4 July 9 85 234 319 ' 
-
July 19 . 99 . 145 244 
Total July 9 160 458 618' 
July 19' 183 277 460 
in Table 22. 
The results of analyses computed for the data from each dissection 
date are given in Tables 23 and 24. The differences between the larval 
.infestations produced from the two egg sources were not significant. The 
error term for the interaction of source of eggs and hybrids of corn was 
extremely small. This indicates that the progeny of the larvae reared on 
a particular hybrid are-not better adapted for survival on that hybrid. 
A difference in the total number of larvae found on the two dis­
section dates was evident from the data. This difference was due to a 
decrease in the number of larvae on the .susceptible hybrid from July 9 to 
July 19; there was no such decrease on the resistant"corn. The differ­
ence between numbers of larvae in the two single crosses was significant 
at each dissection. 
The larvae reached maturity on the susceptible hybrid sooner than on 
the resistant hybrid. However, the source of egg masses had no effect on 
rapidity of growth of larvae. The data on larval' maturity are given in 
Table 25.. 
Table  23.  Ana lys is .o f  var iance o f  the numbers  o f  la rvae found a t  the 
Ju ly  9  d issect ion .  •  
Source o f  var ia t ion  
Degrees 
f reedom 
o f  Mea n 
square F-va lue 
Rep 1 ica tes  
Treatments  
Hybr ids  (H)  
Egg source (£)  
I l  x  E in terac t ion  
Er ror  
• 3  
3  
• % 
1 
1 •  
1  
5550.25 . 
25.00 
.•0 
191.69 
28.95-"< 3  
< ]  
.  <1 
Tota l  15 
-
*  
a S i  gn i  f  i  can 11 y  d i f fe rent  f rom "zero  a t  1 percent  1eve l  d . f .  =  22.  
Tab le  24.  Ana lys is  o f  var iance o f  the number  
Ju ly  19 d issect ion  date .  
o f  la rvae foun'd at the 
Source o f  var ia t ion  
Degrees 
f reedom 
o f  Mean 
square .  F-va lue 
Rep 1 i  ca tes  
Treatments  
Hybr ids  (H)  
.Egg source ( 'E)  
H x  E in terac t ion  
Er ror  
3  • 
3  
9  
r 
i 
i 
552.25 
49.00 
.25 
33.33 
6.62*3 . 
<1 
<} . 
Tota l  15 '  '  
a
->  S ign i f i cant ly  d i f fe rent  f rom zero  a t  o  percent  leve l  d . f .  =  22.  
Y ie ld  o f  Corn in  Rela t ion  to  Borer  In fes ta t ions 
The eva luat ion o f  corn  y ie lds  in  re la t ion  to  the observed borer  pop­
u la t ions deserves some cons idera t ion .  Whi le  d iminut ion o f  an ex is t ing  
• •  
popu la t ion  is  o f  va lue,  the insurance o f  potent ia l  y ie ld  is  o f  pr imary  
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Table 25. .Effects of corn hybrids on larval development in 1957 in 
relation to the hybrid on which parent moths were reared in 
1956. 
- Treatment 
I • 2 ' 3 4 
Corn hybrid: Susceptible Suscept i ble Res is tant Resistant 
Source of • 
moths : Suscepti ble Resistant Res i s tant Susceptible 
Date Instar 
Percent of total 
July 9 2 26. • 27 57 ' ' 55 
• 3 55 55 31 32 
4 16 16 11 13 
5 3 2 1 0 
July 19 3 2 0 5 5 
4 23 . 24 24 31 
5 ' 71 71 71 63 
P(6)a 4 5 0 • 1 
-
Average i nstar 
July 9 2.9 2.9 2.5 2.5 -
19 4. S 4.8 4,6.  4.6 
aPupae were given a value of 6 to compute the average instar. 
importance in evaluating a control measure. 
Some of the more important Contributions to the evaluation of 
European corn borer damage were reviewed in a preceding section. Kwolek 
(1958) found the yield in relation to borer infestation in the North Cen­
tral States to be influenced by a number of variables: corn hybrids, date 
of planting, years, and location within the North Central Region. He con­
cluded that studies on estimation of yield losses should be continued,' 
with greater emphasis placed on annual variation and the relationship of 
first and second brood losses. 
Decreased yield of a corn plant infested by European corn borer is 
due to the feeding activities of the borer on the plant. The principal 
injury is in the production of leaf lesions and tunnels in the stalk, ear 
shanks, and midribs. The damaged parts are more subject to breakage and 
also offer entrance sites for pathogens. • 
Both Kwolek (1958) and Everett e£ aj_. (1958) suggested the use of 
cavities instead of larvae as a criterion for evaluating yield depression 
by the corn borer. The evidence for superiority of cavities over larvae 
is well established. Therefore, this criterion will be used in the eval­
uation which follows instead of the actual borer numbers. 
1557 
Corn was harvested from 30 plants in each of the 192 plots of the 
experiment at the time of the fall dissection. Yield estimates based on 
this sample are given in Table 26. The yield data were analyzed statis­
tically. Results of an analysis of variance are presented in Table 45. 
.Comparisons of the yields obtained by holding infestations in check 
by spray applications (treatment 1) show a greater potential yield in the 
late planting than in the early planting and in the susceptible hybrid 
than in the resistant hybrid in 1957. 
Effects of the various treatments (combinations of first and/or sec-
ond brood infestation) on yield in the fa 1.1 were influenced by planting 
e 
dates and corn hybrids. Infested pl.ots of the susceptible hybrid suffered 
e o „ 
greater yield reduction than infested plots of the resistant hybrid. 
Yields of the early.planted corn were less on plots infested by first-
Table 26. Yield of corn from 30 plants, adjusted to 15.5 percent moisture 
and converted to bushels per acre, 1957. 
Treatment 
If 2 3 4 5 6 7 • • 8 
First brood: Sb N N + 3  N+6 S S S N + 3  
Hybrid Second brood : S N N N N N + 3 N+6 S 
Bushels per acre 
Early susceptible , 82.2 65.0 60.3 54.4 75.8 69.7 66.6 • 59.5 
Early resistant 79.3 68.3 64.6 65.7 79.0 76.2 76.6 66.6 
Late susceptible 91.8 .78.5 68.1 68.4 75.6 69.6 74.9 '  72.5 
Late resistant 87.5 82.2 • 79.1 74.7 80.8 80.0 78.5 79.3 
^Treatment number. 
bS - spray. 
N = natural infestation. 
N + 3 •= natural infestation plus three egg masses. 
N + 6 = natural infestation plus six egg masses. 
brood borçrs than plots infested by second brood only; the reverse of thi: 
situation prevailed in the -late planted corn. 
The relationship between degree of infestation and yield reduction 
was measured by the correlation of cavities, and yield. Cavities were 
counted in the midsummer dissection and also in the fall dissection. 
These data are presented- in Table 46. The number of cavities found qt 
the two dissections are compared with the yield for each treatment -in 
Figures 8, 9, 10, and 11. Correlation coefficients were computed for 
yields arid plot totals of cavities found at midsummer and also for cav­
ities found in.the fall and yields. 
The apparent associations, seen in Figures 8 to 11, between cavity 
counts at midsummer and yields were found to be highly significant. Sig­
nificant correlations were aiso found for yields and the number of cavi­
ties found in plots of treatments 1, 2, 3> and 4 (infested by both first 
and second broods) in the fall. These correlation coefficients are given, 
in Table 27. The cavity counts in the fall * included cavities produced by 
both first- and second-brood borers. A.part of the association between 
yield and cavities in the fa H probably is the result of the inclusion of 
first brood cavities in the computations. 
The association between second brood cavities and yield reduction 
was measured by correlations' between these variables oh treatments 1, 5, 
6, ar\d 7 which had levels of second brood infestation in the absence of 
first brood. These correlation coefficients are given "in Table 28. The 
absence of significant correlation for yield and second brood cavities 
found in the early resistant planting is evident in Figure 11. 
Figure 8. Relationship of yield and the number of cavities 
found at'midsummer and also at the fall dissection. 
Early planted susceptible hybrid, 1957. 
Figure 9« Relationship of yield and the number of cavities 
found at midsummer and also at the fall dissection. 
Late planted susceptible hybrid, 1957. 
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Figure 10. Relationship of yield and the number of cavities 
found at midsummer and also at the fall dissection. 
Early planted resistant hybrid, 1957. 
Figure 11. Relationship of yield and the number of cavities 
found at midsummer and also at the fall dissection. 
Late planted resistant hybrid, 1957. 
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» Table 27. Coefficients of correlation between yields anâ cavity counts 
at midsummer .and in the fall for treatments 1, 2, 3, and 4a, 
. in 1957. 
Correlation of yield and 
Cavities at Cavities 
Planting • . midsummer at fail 
r r 
Early susceptible -.b30**b -.653** 
Early resistant -.716»~» -.940** 
Late susceptible • -.737** -.524** . 
Late resistant 
-.757** -.581** 
3Level s of both first and second broad .infestations. 
b** significantly different from zero at I percent level, d.f. = 22.. 
Table 28. Coefficients of correlation between yields and cavity counts 
in the fall for treatments 1, 5, 6, and 7.a, in 1957. 
Planting Correlation coefficient 
Early susceptible -.453* 
Early resistant n§ 
Late susceptible -.551** 
Late resistant -.675** 
aLevel s of second brood Infestation, sprayed during first brood. 
k* Significantly different from zero at 5 percent level d.f. = 22. 
** Significantly different from zero at 1 percent level d.f. = 22. 
ns Non-significant at 5 percent level d.f. = 22. 
Reductions in yield per unit of damage (cavities) were determined by 
computing linear regression coefficients for data in which yield and Cav­
ities Were found to.be correlated. These regression coefficients were 
entered into an equation to estimate yield loss : 
O 
o 
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8 y = a + bx 
• . 
where y is the yield quantity to be estimated, a•i s equal to the estimated 
yi°e 1 d in the absence of cavities, b is the reduction associated with each 
cavity and x is the number of cavities fouod in a plant. Yield loss equa- • 
tions - for each planting are given in Ta.ble 29, together with an estimate 
of the percent of yield reduction associated with each cavity found at 
. 
midsummer and .in. the fall. The loss estimate expressed as percent re-
duttion per cavity is a comparable unit of measure of reduction in yield 
for the four plantings. Comparison of these figures gives some idea of 
the yield loss due to each cavity in relation to hybrids and planting 
dates and first and second brood damage. 
The loss, as measured by each cavity found at midsummer, was greater 
in the late planted corn than in early planted'corn and more in the sus­
ceptible hybrid than the resistant. A part of the apparent difference in 
yield loss associated with cavities at midsummer between the two dates of 
planting was due to the effect of cavities which were added during second-
brood and not accounted for in estimates based on cavity counts at mid­
summer. 
Based on the. total of both first and .second brood cavities, as counted 
in the fall, the early planting-suffered a greater loss in yield for each 
cavity in the plant. Each second brood cavity in the early susceptible 
planting caused a greater reduction in yield than did each cavity in the 
late planted.susceptible hybrid. No association between cavities and 
yield could be demonstrated in the early planted resistant hybrid. There 
was less yield reduction associated with each second brood cavity in the 
Table 29. Yield loss estimates based on regression equations for 1957. 
Source of cavities 
First 
broodc  
Planting Treatments: 1, 2, 3> 4 
First and 
second brood*3 
1, 2, 3, 4 
Second brood*3 
I, 5, 6-, 7 
Early susceptible 
Regression equation 
Percent reduction per 
cavity 
£arly resistant 
Regression equation 
Percent reduction per 
cavity 
Late susceptible 
Regression -equation 
Percent reduction per 
cavity 
Late resistant 
Regression equation 
Percent reduction per 
cavity 
y = 81.6 - 2.89x 
3.54 
y = 77.8 - 2.63x 
3.38 
y = 87.3 - 4.81 x 
4.94 
y = 86.2 - 3.4Ox 
3.94 . 
y = 84.0 - 2.03x y = 84.9 ~ 1.39x 
2.42 1.64 
y = 83.4 - 2-. 29x • ns . 
2.74 
y = 91.2 - 1.62x y = 89.6 - 1.23x 
1.78. . 1.37 
y = 87.4 - I . 1 5x y = 87» £r " . 92x 
1.31 • ' 1.05 
00 
o 
aBased on cavity counts made at midsummer dissection. 
bBased on cavity counts made at fall dissection. 
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late resistant planting than jn either planting of the susceptible' hybrid. 
0 
. : . • 
The yield loss equations in Table 29 were also used to estimate 
yields.for the various treatments in relation to the cavity counts at 
midsummer and in the fall. These estimates are given in Table 30 and 
compared with the observed yields for the 30-ear sample. 
. 
• 
6 
Table 30. Comparisons of observed yields and estimates based on cavity 
counts in 1957. • " . 
Yield 
Estimate based on 
Treatment cavities found 
Plantinq number Observed At midsummer"3 In the fall 
Bushels, per-acre 
Early susceptible 2 65.0 65.5 64.8 
3 60.3 60.0 57-7 
4 • 54.4 58.1 58.8 
5 75.8 - 75.0 
6 69.7 - 69.8 
7 67.6 - 66.9 
Early resistant 2 68.3 ' 68.4 65.6 
3 64.8 66.2 66.2 
: 4 65.7 65.5 65.1 
Late susceptible 2 78.5 81.1 74.8 
3 " 68.1 70.0 71.9 
4 68.4 68.8 70.5 
5 75.6 78.3 
6 - 69.6 - 73.1 
• 7 74.9 70.2 
Late resistant 2 82.2 ' 83.4 80.2 
3 79.1 79.1 78.0 . 
4 74.7 74.8 78.7 " 
.5 00.8 - 81.7 
6 80.0 .. - 79.4 . 
. 
7 78.5 78.5 
^Derived from loss equations in Table 29. 
In those treatments that hgd both a first and second brood infesta­
tion (treatments 2,_ 3» and 4), the estimated yields approximated th'e ob-
• • 
served yield more closely using an equation based on first brood cav­
ities than one based on the number of cavities found in the fall. How­
ever, even the estimates of. yield based on cavities found in the fall 
were within 5 bushels per acre of the observed yields. Differences in 
yield of less than 5 bushels.per acre are not generally accepted as 
valid by agronomists. Therefore, the yield estimates based on cavities 
in the fall are acceptable. 
1958 
According to yield records, 1958 was one of the test corn growing 
seasons in the history of farming in Iowa. Yi.elds in the experimental 
plots were quite good and many plants.produced two ears. The 30-plant 
sample of corn from each plot often contained more than 30 ears. Yield 
estimates based on this sample are given in Table 31. These yield data 
were analyzed statistically. The results of an analysis of variance are 
presented in Table 4-7. • 
Figures 12, 13; 1.4, and 15 were prepared as an aid to visualizing 
the relationship between yields and first brood cavities or cavities in 
the fall. The-data on cavities, from which the figures were prepared, 
are given in Table 48. 
Interpretation of the yield data was greatly facilitated by the im­
proved experimental design used in 1958. The effects of second brood in 
festation m relation to first brood infestation were separable on the 
basis of the factorial design involving all possible combinations of thr 
Tab4e 31•  In f luence of  date .o f  p lant ing,  hybr id  o f  corn,  and corn borer  populat ions on corn 
y ie ld ,  1958.  :  
Treatment  
'h  
2 3 4  5 b  7 8 9-
F i rs t  brood:  S b  S S N N N N - r  3  N +  3 M - ! - 3  '  
Hybr id  Second brood:  S N N - i -  3  S N N ~'r 3 S '  N N +  3 
Bushels  per  acre 
Ear ly  suscept ib le  128.6= 128.4 126.8 123.2 122.3 121.2 110.9 114.  0  I I I .  8 
Ear ly  res is tant  103.5 100.  1 101.3 101.7 102.0 99.3 97.9 99.  7 98. 5 
Late suscept ib le  120.6 111.3 107.0 117.0 117.6 111.6 104.  1 99. 7 95. 7 , 
Late res is tant  99.7 101.9 
O
 
cv
\ o
 
v
O O
 
O
 100.5 102.9 '  101.4 100:  0 100. 2 •  
I lea n  y ie ld  for  t reatment  groups • .  
• 
Ear 1 y Ear ly  Late Late • 
Treatments suscept ib le  .  res is tant  suscept  ib le  res i s tant -
.  1 ,  4 ,  7 120.9 101.0 .  113.  9  101.4 
2, 5, 8 121.6 100.6 109. 7 '  100.8 .  
. ' 3, b, 9 . 119.9 99.7 1 04.  7 101.3 '  • • 
1, 2, 3 127.9 101.6 113. 1 100.7 
4, 5, & 122.2 101.0 '  115. 4 102.  ;  1
' 7, 8, 9 1 12.2 98.7 99. 0 100.5 
1-9 120.3 . 100.4 109.  4  10J . 1 
^Treatment  numbers.  ,  
bS = Sprayed.  
iN =  Natura l  in festat ion.  
N - I -  3  =  Natura l  in festat ion p lus three egg masses.  
CEach f igure computed f rom y ie ld  of  30 ears a t  15•b percent  mois ture.  
O O 
Figure 12. Relationship of yield and the number of cavities 
found at midsummer and also at the fall dissection. 
Early planted susceptible hybrid, 1958. 
Figure 13. Relationship of yield and the number of 
found at midsummer and also at the fall 
Late planted susceptible hybrid, 1958. 
cavities 
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Figure 14. Relationship of yield and the number of cavities 
found at midsummer and also at the fall dissection. 
Early planted resistant hybrid, 1958. 
Figure 15» Relationship of yield and the number of cavit ies 
found at midsummer and also at the fal l  dissection. 
Late planted resistant hybrid, 1958. 
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' . . . ' * 
leve ls  o f  f i rs t  brood and three leve ls  o f  second brood in festat ion."  
. 
• • e • 
.The suscept ib le  hybr id  had a greater  y ie ld  than thé res is tant  hy-
. 
br id ;  the ear ly  p lanted corh y ie lded more than the la te  p lanted corn.  
• • 
Dif ferences '  in  y ie ld-due to  the leve ls  .p f  f i rs t  brgod in festat ion or  
second brood in festat ion were in f luenced by both the hybr id  o f  corn and 
. ' 
the p lant ing date.  Y ieJd in  the res is tant  hybr id  was not  decreased by 
.  
borer  in festat ion in  1958.  The ear ly  suscept ib le  hybr id  suf fered a y ie ld  
loss due to  f i rs t  brood ' in festât ion but  not  for  secpnd brood in festat ion.  
•The la te  p lanted suscept ib le  hybr id  y ie lded less on p lo t 's  in fested,  by 
e i ther  f i rs t ,  or  second brood than on p lo ts  that  had been sprayed.  
Corre la t ion coef f ic ients '  were computed to  demonstrate the re la t ion­
ship between y ie ld  and cav i t ies  produced by f i rs t  and second.brood in fes­
ta t ions of  the borer .  No s ign i f icant  corre la t ion was found between cav- .  
i t !es  and y ie ld  in  the res is tant  hybr id .  The s ign i f icant  coef f ic ients  of  
corre la t ion found in  the suscept ib le  hybr id  are g iven in  Table 32.  
There was a h igh ly  s ign i f icant  corre la t ion between y ie lds in  the 
suscept ib le  hybr id  and the numbers o f  cav i t ies  found a t  the end o f  the 
f i rs t  brood in festat ion per iod in  midsummer.  in  the ear ly  p lant ing .of  
the suscept ib le  hybr id ,  the cav i t ies  produced by second brood borers  were 
not  assoc iated wi th  any y ie ld  reduct ion.  
In  the la te  suscept ib le  p lant ing,  the cav i t ies  produced dur ing the 
s 'econd brood in festat ion per iod were corre la ted to  some extent  w i th  
y ie lds;  a l though the corre la t ion coef f ic ients  were not  h igh,  the apparent  
assoc iat ion sepn in  F igure 13 jus t i f ies  the acceptance o f  the i r  va l id i ty  
* 0 
at  a h igher  probabi l i ty  leve l  than 5 percent .  
89 . ° 0 
° O o° o 
° • 
Table 32. Coefficients of correlation between yields and#cavi ty counts 
at midsummer and in the fall, 1958. 
Source of Based* on cavity counts at 
Planting • Treatments cavities .Midsummer Fall 
Brood r r 
Early susceptible 1, 4, 7 •First -.818**3 -.571* 
•Late susceptible 1, 4, 7 Fi rst • -.869'-- * -.733** 
1, 2, 3 Second .-.502b 
4, 5, 6 First and second -.483 
7, 8, 9 First and second -.468 
3 * Significantly different from zero at 5 percent level, d.f. = 13. 
Significantly different from zero at 1 percent level, d.f. = 13. 
^Figures without asterisks were significant at 10 percent level, 
d.f. = 13-
Linear regression coefficients were computed for those treatment com­
binations in which a significant correlation between yields and cavities 
was found. Yield loss equations, derived from the regression coefficients 
are presented in Table 33-
Each cavity for comparable treatment groups, caused a greater percent 
redaction in yield in the late susceptible planting than in the early sus­
ceptible planting. Cavities produced by first brood infestations reduced 
yields more than second brood cavities. Plants in treatments 4, 5, arid 
6 had only a very light infestation of first-brood borers and a variable 
amount of second brood; treatments 7, 8, and 9 had a heavy first brood in­
festation followed by variable infestations of second brood. The differ- • 
ence between the two treatment groups in the percent reduction assigned 
. 
to each cavity in the fall is attributed to variability in the measurement 
- * 
of yield and cavities. 
Table 33» Yield loss estimates based on regression equations for 1958. 
: : : > 
. Source of cavities 
First First . Second First and 
• brood8 ' brood^ brood second broods 
Planting- Treatments: 1, 4, 7 1,4,7 1,2,3 4, 5, 6 . 7,8,9 
Early susceptible 
Regression equation y-129.2-2.7&x y=l30.0-2.74x 
Percent reduction per 
ns ns ns 
" o 
cavi ty 2.14 2.I 1 o 
Late susceptible 
Regression equation y=l18.2-5.17x y=l26.3-5.26x y=l19.4-1.66x y=l19* 3~1•10x y=l08.8-1.65x 
Percent reduction per 
cavity . 4.37 4.16 1.39 • 0.92 • "1.52 
3 * • 
Based on cavity counts made at midsummer dissection. 
^Based on cavity counts made at fall dissection. 
Estimates of yield, in relation to cavity counts at midsummer and in 
the fall, were computed on the basis \of information in the yield loss • 
equations in Table 33- These estimated yields are given in Table 34 and 
compared with the observed yields for' the 30-ear sample-
Equations based on either cavity counts at midsummer or cavity counts 
in the fall gave good estimates of yield, in relation, to the observed 
yields of the 30-plant sample. Differences between observed and esti­
mated yields were, never greater than 5 bushels per acre. 
Table 34. Comparisons of observed yields and estimates based on cavity 
counts, 1958. 
Yield 
Estimate based on-
Treatment cavities found 
Planting • number Observed At midsummer3 In the fal1 
Bushels per acre 
Early susceptible 4 1 2 3 . 3  1 2 0 . 4  1 2 1 . 2  
7  1 r o .  9 1 1 3 . 1  1 1 5 . 1  
•Late susceptible 4  117.0 1 1 7 . 5  1 1 6 . 6  •  
7 .  1 0 4 . 1  •  101.1 1 0 6 . 9  
2  1 1 1 . 8  1 1 3 . 5  
3  1 0 7 . 0  .  1 0 8 . 9  
5 - 117.6 1 1 5 . 6  •  
6 1 1 1 . 6  1 1 3 . 1  
8 .  9 9 . 7  9 9 . 3  
9  9 5 . 7  9 7 . 5  
Derived from loss equations in Table 33. 
DISCUSSION 
This discussion section is based on the results obtained from a 
two year study of corn borer populations in Central Iowa in relation to 
planting dates and hybrid resistance. The results of this study are 
compared with earlier reports of similar research. Such comparisons 
are considered desirable since many of the earlier reports were based 
on data obtained under different soil and climatic conditions, with a 
predominantly uni vol tine population of borers, and open pollinated 
varieties of corn. A recent publication by Everett et aj_. (1958) is of 
particular value for purposes of comparisons. 
The progressive growth and development of two single cross hybrids 
of field corn, both planted early and late in the normal planting period 
for Central Iowa, were studied in 1957 and 1958. One of the' hybrids was 
considered relatively corn borer resistant (Oh43 x 0h51A) while the other 
was highly susceptible (WF9 x Ml4) to borer attack. 
Rate of plant growth has been reported in the literature to have an 
effect on the suitability of the corn plant for survival of the European 
corn borer. Huber £t (1928), Meyers (1929, 1930) and others con­
cluded that slower growing open pollinated varieties of corn were more 
resistant to borer attack. Their work was carried out with a single 
generation infestation of the borer and plants of the heterogeneous 
open pollinated corns. The data for first brood populations in Iowa on 
more uniform plants of two single cross hybrids of dent corn do not agree 
with these reports. Rapidity of plant development was measured for each 
e • 
of the two years -by progressive tassel ratio increase and silking and 
tasseVing dates. Using either of these criteria, the resistant hybrid 
was shown to grow more rapidly than the susceptible hybrid in both the 
early and late plantings each year. The tassel .ratio was greater for 
0h43 x 0h5lA than for WF9 x MI4, from the time the ratio was 10 to 20 
until the resistant hybrid had reached 100 percent of jts height. Both 
tasseling and silking occurred about four days sooner in the resistant 
hybrid than the susceptible hybrid. 
The first-brood borer population, measured at midsummer, was con­
sistently higher on the susceptible hybrid than the resistant hybrid. 
This difference was maintained each year, regardless of source of in-
festationi whether natural or by manually applied egg masses. Resistance 
in corn hybrids, in Iowa, therefore, cannot be universally attributed to 
a decreased rate of growth or development. The need for further investi­
gation on inherent resistance to larval survival of some corn hybrids, in 
relation to morphological (Bel I 1956) and chemical (Beck 1957) character­
istics of the plant are indicated. 
Survival of second brood larvae was neither consistently nor greatly 
influenced by resistance in 0h4) x 0h51A as compared with WF9 x Ml4. In 
1957 there were actually more borers in the fall on the early planted re­
sistant hybrid than the early susceptible planting. Everett et a]_. (1958) 
found a similar situation in 1955 for Iowa. There are therefore no re- . 
liable resistance factors to second brood larval survival in the resistant 
hybrid used in this experiment. Hybrids hive been tested by Dicke and ' 
Guthrie (1955) which do possess second-brood corn borer resistance factors 
end use of one of these hybrids might modify the above results. 
When only a single generation of corn borers develops in a.year, the 
more mature and taller plants have been reported to .be more attractive to. 
ovipositing moths and have the greater infestation of larvae (Vinal and 
Caffrey 1918; Huber et^ a]_. 1928; Neiswander and Huber 1929; and others). 
The resistant hybrid 0h43 x 0h51A was shown to be slightly taller and a 
few days more advanced in stage of development than the susceptible 
WF9 x M14 throughout most of the first brood infestation period in Iowa ; . 
the early planted corn was from one to two weeks ahead of the late planted 
corn in its development and growth. No consistent opposition preference 
for. one hybrid over the other was found. In 1957 when the two hybrids of 
the early planting were in nearly the same stage of development throughout 
the first brood oviposition period, the susceptible hybrid was preferred; 
in 1958 the resistant hybrid was slightly more advanced and received more 
egg masses by natural oviposition. Everett e£ a_L (1958) also reported no 
consistent preference for any particular hybrid. 
The d i f ferent ia l  in  he ight  imposed by la te  p lant ing,  in  cont rast  to  
ear ly  p lant ing,  was re f lected in  decreased ov ipos i t ion on the smal ler  
late planted corn. There were more eggs on. the late planted corn in 1957 
than in 1958. Two factors may have contributed to the decrease in 1958. 
The amount  o f  egg deposi t ion in  Centra l  Iowa in  1957 was genera l ly  greater ,  
than in  1958 and the la te  p lanted corn was a lso in  a more immature s tage 
of growth during moth flight in 1958. 
Second brood ov ipos i t ion appeared to  be in f luenced by the condi t ion 
o f  the p lants  and date o f  p lant ing more than hybr ids.  .  The la te  p lant ing 
was greener  and more succulent  dur ing the second brood.ov ipos i t ion per iod 
95 
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and was generally more attractive to seçond brood moths.= In 1957 however, 
0 • 
the plants of the early susceptible hybrid that were ffee of first brood 
. 
infestation were also attractive to moths for egg deposition. The early" 
planted corn in 1958 was green, succulent and apparently in an acceptable 
condition. However, the late planted corn, which tasseled and silked 
nearer the second brood oviposition period, was preferred. 
Tassel ratio has been suggested to measure plant development as re­
lated to borer survival. When eggs - hatched on plants with a tassel ratio 
of less than 15 to 20, larval survival was reported to be negligible 
(Luckmann and Decker 1952). This theory has not been supported by the 
data presented for plant development and larval survival from two years' 
data in Iowa. The validity of these findings are also supported by the 
data presented by Everett et aj^. (1958). Tassel ratios of the late plant­
ed" corn were less than 20 when the plants were manually infested each year. 
While larval survival was decreased" in the late planting, the average re­
duction for the two years was only 33 percent. This can hardly be con­
sidered as reduction to negligible proportions. Populations in the late • 
susceptible planting were actually greater each year than in the early 
resistant planting when manual infestations were applied to the plants. 
Luckmann and Decker (1952) did their work qn sweet corn but the results 
have been applied to measurements on field corn as well. The results pre-
. 
sented herein show that the use of a tassel ratio index does not measure 
the potential for corn borer survival in field corn, in Iowa. 
Everett et £]_. (1958) pointed out that fewer second-brood borers were 
generally found on those plants that had-been heavily infested by first-
brood borers. This difference was not separated on the basis o f  prefer­
ential oviposition or survival. The experimental design used.for their 
• e 
work did not permit an accurate assessment of these factors. Data ob­
tained from the improved experimental design used in 1958 showed that 
larval survival was decreased, on plants that were heavily infested dur­
ing first .brood and manually infested during second brood, below that 
found on plants that were' free of first brood infestation. This differ­
ence was more apparent in the susceptible hybrid. 
The utility of developing resistant hybrids has been questioned by 
sbme agriculturists. Since certain insects have shown an ability to 
overcome adverse environmental conditions and toxic materials, it was 
natural that the question of stability of resistance should arise and 
be investigated. The results of an experiment in 1957 indicate that the 
population of corn borers that survived and developed to maturity on the 
resistant hybrid, 0h43 x 0h51A, was not a genetic race better adapated to 
survival on that hybrid. Dieke and Penny (1956) reported a multiplicity 
of resistance sources and Beck (1957) has indicated there are at least 
three antibiotic substances present in corn which contribute resistance 
to hybrids when present in sufficient quantity. Assuming that the corn 
borer will require more than one generation to segregate out strains that-
survive a single resistance factor, theoretically, there is less chance 
for development ,of a strain adapted to survival in the presence of all of 
these factors. The probability of borers developing which are immune tç 
a multiple resistance mechanism, is decreased by interbreeding with the 
normal population and this multiplicity of resistance factors. 
° o 
o o 
Estimation of yield losses caused by the European corn borer has ° 
been studied intensively by a number of workers (Patch et^ aj_. 1941, Deay 
e£ a_l_. 1949, Everett. ^  a]_. 1958, Kwolek 1958, and others). The recent 
work of Kwolek (1958) was a statistical evaluation of variables involved 
in yield loss estimation in the North Central States. He concluded that 
yield losses due to borer infestation were so affected by a number of vari 
ables (including hybrids, seasons, planting dates, and time of infesta­
tion) that a single damage index could not be used. 
The data obtained from the 1958 experiment were especially valuable 
in evaluating the interaction of yield loss by first and second brood in­
festation. Ear I y planted corn was not affected by second-brood borers, 
regardless of the first brood level of infestation. In the late planted 
susceptible hybrid, yield reduction by second brood was found to be in­
dependent of the first brood infestation. Thus, each second brood cav­
ity (the unit of measure for damage) in plots free of first brood in­
festation did not cause yield reductions in excess of the loss attributed 
to each second brood cavity in plants which were heavily infested during 
first brood. 
Comparing the results from the two years, 195-7 and 1958; it would 
appear that the susceptible hybrid is not as tolerant of corn borer in­
festation as the resistant hybrid. The degree of tolerance was also 
affected by the growing season. In 1957, conditions for producing corn 
yields were not as favorable as in 1958 and infestations of the borer re­
duced over-all yields in the susceptible below the yield in.the resistant 
hybrid. Under the influence of more favorable conditions of 1958 the re-
o gg » 
sistant hybrid suffered no yield reduction by borer infestations, how 
ever, the susceptible.hybrid yielded more than the resistant, even 
. 
•though the borer decreased yields in the former. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
1 .  Delayed p lant ings of  corn in  Iowa can be re l ied upon to  reduce 
. ° 
f i rs t  brood populat ions o f  European corn borer  be low those found on 
ear ly  p lant ings.  This  i  s due lo  the preference o f  the moths Tor  ear ly-
p lanted corn.  .  In  the event  eggs are la id  on the la te  p lanted corn,  
advantages o f  de layed p lant ing are decreased.  
Greater .second brood in festat ion should bus, . .expected on la te  p lanted 
corn than ear ly  p lant ings.  Late p lanted corn is  more a t t ract ive to  
second brood moths and surv iva l  is  greater  than on ear ly  p lanted corn.  
Should la te  .p lant ing be recommended as a cont ro l  Measure for  
European corn borer  in  Iowa? The data for  1957 and 1958 presented in  
th is  paper  and s imi lar  resu l ts  publ ished by Everet t  e_t  a j_ .  (  1958)  for  
four  year 's 1  data ind icate that  y ie lds of  corn p lanted about  May 20 are 
equal  to  or  greater  than y ie lds of  corn p lanted in  the f i rs t  week o f  May.  
S ince ear ly  p lanted corn is  reduced in  y ie ld  by natura l  f i rs t  brood in­
festat ion more than la te  p lant ings,  are - reduced by natura l  second brood 
in festat ion,  a la ter  p lant ing seems jus t i f ied.  However ,  the loss in  
y ie ld  due to  harvest  waste assoc iated wi th  second brood damage has not  
been evaluated in  Iowa.  I f  harvest  waste does 'not  prove to  be a factor ,  
la te  p lant ing can be jus t i f ied as a cont ro l  measure.  Should harvest  waste 
be s ign i f icant ,  ear ly  p lant ings would be more des i rab le;  f i rs t  brood pop­
u la t ions arc ;ore eas i ly  cont ro l led wi th  insect ic ide appl icat ion than 
second brood populat ions.  
2 .  The use o f  res is tant  dent  corn hybr ids is  a re l iab le  means by 
which f i rs t -brood European corn borer  populat ions in  Centra l  Iowa can 
190 '  
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be reduced. Some reduction in borer population can also be expected, on 
o a e 
occasion, during second brood. While the potential yield of the .resist­
ant hybrid used in this experiment was generally less than for. the sus.-
a ° 
ceptible hybrid, the resistance and tolerance to boner infestation, 
especially under adverse weather conditions recommend this parental 
source of resistance in commercial hybrid combinations where adapted, as 
insurance against yield losses. The lesser yields of a resistant hybrid 
when growing conditions are extreme!y good is of less consequence than 
the maintenance of yielding ability under stress. The value of the crop 
in years of adversity is greater than in years of abundant yield. 
As résistant hybrids become more a part of standard agronomic prac­
tices in the Corn Belt, if these findings prevail, the corn borer problem 
may be expected to decrease in importance through diminution of existing 
populations and decreased damage by such infestations as may persist. 
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SUMMARY 
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Tfciîs thesis reports OIT data obtained from experiments conducted in 
® o 
1957 and 1958 to evaluate effects of hybrid resistance and a delayed 
0 • 
planting date on populations of European corn borer in Central Iowa. 
Two single cross dent corn hybrids, .the resistant 0h43 x 0h51A and sus­
ceptible WF9 x M14, were planted ear 1 y= and late in the normal planting-
period. Various levels of both first- and second-brood borer infesta­
tions were established on the plants'by using manually applied as well 
as natural infestations. Plant development was followed throughout the 
growth period and both first and second brood infestations of the borer 
were.evaluated individually and in combination with the other. 
Acceptable statistical procedures were applied in analyzing and 
interpreting the data obtained in the study. 
The resistant hybrid tasseled and silked about four days earlier 
than the susceptible hybrid both years. The tassel ratio of the resistant 
hybrid was more advanced throughout the period of active growth than in 
the susceptible hybrid. Differences in these criteria indicated more 
rapid growth and development in the resistant single cross hybrid. 
The late planted corn required fewer days growth for tasseling and 
silking than early planted corn^ an average for the two years of 13 days 
less for tasseling and II days less for silking. 
Infested corn plants were more severely stunted by first-brood borer 
infestations in the susceptible hybrid than the resistant ànd more in the 
early planted corn than in the late planted. 
The susceptible hybrid accumulated more than twice as many first 
1 0 2  
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brood egg masses in  1957 than the res is tant  hybr id .  In  1%8 there was 
O • ° * o 
less d i f ference between the two hybr ids wi th  the greater  number o f  egg 
masses found on the res is tant  hybr id .  I t  is  assumed therefore that  the 
at tVahent  factors  present  in  - these hybr ids do '  not .d î  f  fer 'cons i  s tent !  y  
in  at t ract ing-moths tor  ov ipos i t ing.  
The ta l ler  and more mature eats  1 y  p lanted corn was found to  be con­
s is tent ly  prefer red for  ov ipos i t  ion by f i rs t  brood moths to  the shor ter  
less mature la te  p lanted corn.  
Second brood moths la id  more eggs on the la te  p lanted corn than on.  
ear ly  p lant ings.  The more succulent ,  green p lants  were prefer red to  more 
mature or  heavi ly  in fested p lants .  Preferent ia l  se lect ion of  p lants  on 
which to  ov ipos i t  is .not  as ev ident  in  the second brood moth populat ion 
as was present  in  f i rs t  brood populat ion.  
There was a drast ic  dec l ine in  populat ions of  larvae on the p lants  
dur ing the f i rs t  few days fo l  lowing-egg hatch ing.  Thereaf ter  the dec l ine 
was a lmost  impercept ib le ,  except  in  the ear ly  suscept ib le  p lant ing in  
1958-when the dec l ine was ev ident  unt i l  the borers  were approaching 
matur i ty .  
The res is tance mechanisms-  in  0h43 x  0h51A reduced f i rs t  brood larva l  
populat ions by about  50 percent  in  1957 and 48 percent  in  1958,  be low 
comparable populat ions in  V/F9 x  Ml4.  Late p lant ing reduced f i rs t  brood 
larva l  surv iva l  by on ly  about  37 percent .  The cumulat ive e f fects  o f  
preferent ia l  ov ipos i t  ion and larva l  mor ta l i ty  reduced the populat ion on 
the la te  p lanted corn to  on ly  94.percent  o f  the populat ion on ear ly  
p lanted corn in  1958 and to  on ly  73 percent  o f  the populat ion on ear ly  
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planted-corn in 1958. A combination of late planting and»resistance in0 
0h43 x 0h51A, in 1958, reduced the number of first brood larvae to only • 
about 1 percent af the population on"the early planted susceptible hy­
brid under conditions of natural infestation. 
Larval development was found to be more,rapid on eaçly planted corn 
than late planted corn and more rapid on the susceptible hybrid than the 
resistant hybrid. These differences were more pronounced in 1958 than in 
1957. 
Fall populations of corn borers in 1957 and 1958 were found to be 
more closely associated wi.th the initial second brood infestation of 
eggs than with level of first brood, infestation. It was demonstrated -in 
1958, however, that larval survival was decreased slightly on those plants 
that were heavily infested by first-brood borers. 
Second brood larval survival was not markedly affected by resistance 
mechanisms in the early planted 0h43 x 0h51A; in the late planting some 
resistance activity was evident in both 1957 and 1958. Survival of sec­
ond brood larvae was as good on the early planted resistant hybrid as on 
the late resistant planting in 1957. However, the late susceptible plant­
ing was the most satisfactory host for second brood larvae in both years. 
Results of a supplemental experiment showed that the progeny of 
larvae, which were able to survive and mature on the resistant single 
cross hybrid, 0h43 x 0h51A, were not better adapted for survival on that 
hybrid than progeny of larvae reared on WF9 x Ml4. The larvae grown on 
the resistant hybrid were lighter in weight than the larvae that developed 
' 
on the susceptible corn, and the moths developing from the larvae reared 
0 Î0o4 
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on resistant corn laid fewer eggs. 
Corn yields in relation to borer infestations were evaluated by cor­
relation and regression techniques. The number of cavities in the plants 
. 
counted at the end of the first brood infestation period and again in the 
fall were used as the criteria for intensity of infestation. 
The first-brood borer infestation reduced yield more, per unit of 
damage, than did the second brood infestation. The late planted corn was 
more affected by both broods than was early planted corn. 
In 1958 the resistant hybrid sustained borer damage without reduction 
in yield and yield of the early planted susceptible hybrid was not af­
fected by second brood infestations. Reduction in over-all corn yield in 
1957 was greater in the susceptible hybrid than the resistant hybrid. 
Conclusions based on these data support the use of resistant hybrids 
as control measures, even though potential yield may not be as great as 
for susceptible hybrids. The tolerance of the resistant hybrid when in­
festations of the borer occur, compensated for potential yield differ­
ences. 
Late planting cannot be recommended as a control measure, without 
^reservation, until yield losses due to harvest waste associated with • 
borer infestation have been determined to be insignificant, or until har­
vesting procedures have been developed which will eliminate or compensate 
fqr this harvest waste. 
o 
o 
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Table 35. Measurements of growth and development ôf corn plants in 
1957/ 
-Early susceptible3 Early resistant*5 
° Extended Tassel Extended Tassel 
Date Treatment height. ratio heiqht ratio 
Inches Percent 1 riches Percent 
June 5 1 1 6.6 14.5 
2 16.9 . 14.1. 
3 16.5 • 15.7 
4 16.0 • 15.1 
Average 16.5 14.9 
7 1 20.0 18.3 
2 19.8 18.4 
" 3 17.9 18.3 
4 19.2 17.9 . 
Average 19.2 18.2 
• - 11 1 • 22.5 4.6 22. 3 . 4.6 
2 21.7 4.9 22.3 5;0 
3 • 21.3 5.0 22.8 ' 4.5 ' 
4 22.7 .4.7 • 21.5 5.0 • 
Average 22.0 4.8 22.5 4.8 
14 1 26.8 5.5 27.8 6.1 
2 25.8 5.8 28.0 ' • 6.1 
3 26.2 5.4 25.9 • 5.9 
4 25.9 . 5.3 26.8 5.5 
Average 26.2 5.5 26.9 5.6 
18 1 33.5 8.3 31.2 • 6.8 
2 32.2 9.1 34.0 8.7 
3 ' 31.7 8.2 34.5 8.2 
4 32.3 8.2 34.0 9.0 
Average 32.4 8.5 33.4 8.2 
21. " 1 39.4 16.0 36.7 15.0 
2 38.4 14.0 37.3 14.0 
• 3 36.3 14.0 37.6 16.0 
4 35.5 13.0 . • 37.0 I5.=0 
. Average 37.7 • 14.0. 37.2 15.0 
„
aWF9 X Ml 4 
b0h43°x 0H51A 
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Table 35. (Continued) 
• ' 
° 
Early suscejS'tible3' Early resistant13 
Extended Tassel Extended Tassel 
Date Treatment height ratio height ratio 
• Inches Percent 1nches Percent 
June 26 1 - 49. a 23.0 ' 45.8 24.0 
• ' 2 " 43.3 '20.0- 45.3 23.0 
3 44.1 24.0 45.5 23.0 
44.7, • 21.0 45.8 • 23.0 
Average 45.3 22.0 45.6 23.0-
28 1 47.3. . 22.0 49.0 24.0 
2 48.6 22.0 50.3 28.0 
3 50.9 23.0 49.7 26.0 
4 50.3 23.0 51.2 33.0 
• 
Average 49.3 23.0 50. 1 ' 28.0 . 
July 1 1 6.0.7 .44.0 • 63.3 54.0 
2 58.5 38.0 60.2 54.0 
3 54.5 34.0 61.5 53.0. 
4 58.0 40.0 61.8 57.0 
Average 57.9 39.0 6 1 , 7  55.0 
5 1 63-5 54.0 66.0 64.0 
2. 63.2 54.0 ' 66.7 66.0 
3 62.7 55.0 67.0 63.0 
4 61.3 52.0 65.0 64.0 
Average 62.7 54.0 66.2 64.0 
9 1 67.7 66.0 71.0 75.0 
2 62.4 • 62.0 68.2 71.0 
3 . 63.6 62.0 65.5 77.0 
4 63.8 62.0 . 70.2 75.0 
Average 64.4 63.O 68.7 75.0 
12 1 • 77.8 79.0 82.8 86.0 • 
2 ' 71.0 71.0 78.3 91.0 
3 69.5. 72.0 81.2 83.O 
.4 66.3 71.0 79.7 83.O 
Average 71.2 73.0 80.5 86.0 
• 16 1 80.8 91.0 84.2 96.0 
2 ° 74.5 88.0 80.0 97.0 
3 67.7 82.0 78.5 93.0 
0 
4 69.3 80.0 78.2" « 94.0 
Average 0 
O 
75.6 85.0 80.2 95.0 
• 
0 
0 
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Table 35. (Continued) 
Early susceptible Early resistant*** 
Extended Tassel . ' Extended Tassel„ 
Date Treatment height ratio height ratio 
Inches Percent Inches Percent 
August 8 1 90.4 89.'3 
. 2 75.2 83.2 • 
3 72.3 82.2-
4 70.1 81.8 
Average 72.5 84.1 
• Latê susceptible3 Late resistant*3 
June 12 1- 13.0 . 13.4 
2 13.6 •11.6 
3 12.3 12.7 
4 13-7 11.3 • 
Average 13.2 12.3 . 
17 1 18.1 3.4 18.5 4.0 
2 18.9 3.5 .18.2 3.6 
3 18.4 4.2 18.9 3.9 • 
4 18.1 4.3 18.-8 3.7 
Average 18.4 3.8 18.6 3.8 
20 1 22.3 4.4 23.3 5.0 
2 21.8 4.5 21.0 4.5 
3 22.9 4.1 23.6 4.5 
4 22.6 4.4 21.8 4.7 
Average 22.4 4.4 22.4 4.7 
24 1 27.8 7-0 .27.9 7.6. 
• 2 27.7 • 6.7 27.4' 7.0 
3 29.0 6.3 29.8 8.0 
4 29.1 6.7 28.4 6.9 
Average . 28.4 6.7 - 28.2 7:6 
27 1 34.4 . 8.7 ' 33.8 9.5 
2' • 32.5 • 9.1. 33.4 9.6 
3 32.1 .8.9 33.5 9.2 
4 32.4 8.4 33.3 9.1 
Average 32.8 8.8 o 33.5 • 9.4 
Table 35. (Continued) 
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Late resistant 
Extended Tassel Extended Tassel 
Date T reatment height ratio height ratio 
> Inches Percent Inches Percent 
July 2 ° 1 44.0 18.0 44.2 19.0 
2 43.3 17.0 . . 44.7 19.0 
3 40.8 15.0 47.5 • 24.0 
4 •42.0 17.0 42.6 16.0 
Average 42.5 17.0 44.8 19.0 
5 1 47.7 21.0 50.5 29.0 
• 2 46.7 20.0 49.0 . 26.0 
- 3 49.0 18.0 50.3 29.0 
4 46.0 21.0 49.5 31.0 
Average 47.6 20.0 49.8 29.0 
8 1 53.8 34.0 • 58.8 50.0 
2 54.2 33.0 58.7 49.0 
' 3 53.0- 30.0 57.3 45.0 
4 50.3 30.0 56.2 47.0 
Average 52.8 32.0 57.8 48.0 
. H 1 57.3 43.0 60.2 53.0 
2 57.0 46.0 59.0 52.0 
3 . 52.0 39.0 62.8 56.0 
4 55.6 43.0 62.2 60.0 
Average 55:5 43.0 61.1 55.0 
15 1 64.2 63.0 70.7 70.0 
• 2 64.8 63.0 71.5 74.0 . 
. 3 59.3 60.0 72.7 73.0 
4 58.0 61.0 68.5 . 70.0 
'Average 61.6 62.0 70.9 72.0 
August 12* 1 90.0 91.0 
2 85.0 87.8 
3 82.4 83.8 
4 . 75.4 • 81.6 
Average 83.2 86.1 
o o 
o 
o 
o 
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Table 36.  Measurements o f  growth and development of  '  corn p lants in  
1958.  
-
0  Ear ly  suscept ib le3  Ear 1 v  f*es is tant*3  
Extended Tassel  Extended Tassel  
Date Treatment #  height  rat i#  height  rat io  
Inches Percent  1nches Percent  
June 2 1 . •  1 9 . 0  '  19.2 
4  1 8 .2  ' 1 9 . 4  
•  7  1 9 . 6  19.6 ' 
Average 13.9 19.4 
? 5  .  I  .  22.9 4 . 6  22:7 '  4 .4 \  
4  22.6 4 . 9  ,  '  2 4 . 2  5 . 2  
7  2 3 .4  5 .  b  23.6 • ' 5 . 5  
Average 22.9 5,0 23.5 5,;0 • • 
3  1  '  2 3 . 1  6 .4  29.6 .  7 . 1  '  
4  29.  1 6 .2 30.8 7 . 1  
•  7  '  -  29.2 6.-0 30.0 6.7 .  ;  
Avarage •  2 9 . 1  2  •  3 0 . 1  7 . 0  
1 3  1  32.6 '  "  9 .8 '  34.0 10.3 
4  32.6 9 . 5  3 5 .  o  12.3 
7  32.8 • 9 .6 35.0 1 0 . 8  
Average 32.6 9 . 6  34.9 11.1 
1 6  1  36:2 1 3 . 0  37.4 1 3 . 0  
4  35.0 12.0 38.4 1 4 . 0  
7  3 4 . 4  1 1 . 0  •  39,2 15.0 
Average .35.2 1 . 2 . 0  33.3 '  14.0 .  
1 9  1  44.2 .  1 7 . 0  45.0 2 1 .0  "  ,  
4  44.8 1 6 . 0  44.8 22.0 
7  4 1 . 6  1 5 . 0  45.3 22.0 
Average 4%. 5 16.0 45.2 22.0 
2 3  '  1 47.8 - 25.0 5 0 .  6 '  3 0 . 0  
4  47.6 24.0 53.4 29.0 
• 7  5 1 . 6  24.0 5 0 . 6  32.0 
Average 49.0 24.0 51.2 30.0 
2 6  1 $2.2 30.0 55.4 40.0 
4  55.0 27.0 57.0 40.0 
7  52.6 28.0 55.3 * 41.0 
Average 53.3 23.0 56.1 40.0 
aV/F9 x  Ml4 ° • o  o  
b0h43 x 0 H 5 1 A  0  
O  
0 
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Table 36. (Continued) „ 
O 
O 
. Early susceptible3 Early resistant13 
Extended Tassel Extended Tassel 
Date Treatment height " ratio height ratio 
inches Percent Inches percent 
Jui\e 30 1 59.6 45. Q 61.8 56.0 
4 60.6 '44.0 61.8 59.0 
7 60.2 46.0 63.6 61.0 
Average . 60.1 . 45.0 62.4 59.0 
July 2. : 'V 61.4 " 55.0 . 64.2 64.0 
4 62.4 57.0 64.0 .67.0 
7 60.0 " 55.0 62.2 63.0 
Average 61.3 56.0 63.5 65.0 
7 1 73.6 72.0 . 78.2 81.0 
4 71.4 7.2.0 77.8 81.0 
7 70.2 . 70.0 . 78.0 84.0 
• 
Average 71.7 71.0 78.0 83.0 
14 1 87.6 92.0 90.2 100.0 
4 86.0 90.0 92.2 100.0 
7 84.0 93.0 89.8 99.0 
Average. • 85.9 92.0 90.7 100.0 
17 1 •91.6 99.0 92.8 99.0 
4 89.2 95.0 90.8 • 98.0 
7 84.8 95.0 93.0 97.0 
Average 88.5 96.0 . 92.2 98.0 
Late susceptible3 Late res istant*3 
June 10 1 13.7 
'• 
12.6 
4 13.2 13.1 • 
7 13.9 . 13.9 
Average 13.6 13.2 
!3 1 15.6 . 15.0 
4 14/8 15.4 
7 14.2 15.6 0 
Average 14.9 15.3 
18 
e 0 
1 17.4 4.3 15.6 .4.5 
4 17.6 4.0 17.2 4.4 
7 18.0 3.9 17.2 4.1 
Average 
O 
17.7 4.1 16.7 4.3 
• 
0 0 
0 
O O 
o 
o 
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Table 36. (Continued) 
a  
Late susceptible9 Late resistant13 
Extended Tassei Extended Tassel 
Date Treatment height ratio height ratfo 
1nches Percent 1nches Percent 
June 20 1 • 18.6 4.6 22.0 4.1 • 
4 0 . 22.8 4.4 • 21.0 4.5 
° 7 21.6 2.7 22.2 4.9 
Average 21.0 3.9 21.7 4.5 
24 I • 26.4 5.3 25.2 5.4 
4 25.6, 4.9 25.8 6.0 
7 25.4 4.9 24.4 5.3 
Average 25.8 5.4 25. 1 5.6 
,27' 1 27.7 6.0 29.2 7.4 
' .4 27,2 5.7 29.7 6.6 
7 26.5 5.8 27.0 . 7.2 
Average 27.1 5.8 28.6 7.1 
July .1 1 ... 36.6 10.6 36.6 12.8 
4 37.0 10.1 36.6 10.9 
7 34.2 9.9 33.0 10.8 
Average 36.6 10.2 35.4 11.5 
3 1 . " 38.0 12. 1 42.8 44/7' 
4 39.0 13.3 38.8 14.8 , 
7 37.2 10. 1 41.8 15.3 
Average 38.1 11.5 41.1 • 14.9 
8 1 45.8 24. 0 45. 2 34.0 
4 44.6 ' 25.0 46.6 30.0 
7 44.6 25.0 48.2 39.0 
Average 45.O 25.0 . 46.7 34.0 
11 1 55.3 38.0 -  56.6 55.0 • 
" 4 52.8 35.0 54.2 46.0 
. 7 50.4 32.0 56.4 • 61.0 
Average 52.8 35.0 56.4 54.0 
15 1 62.2 61.0 72.4 75.0 
4 61.0 59.0 • 72.2 75.0 
7 61 :o 57.0 71.0 72.0 
0 
Average 61.4 59.0 72.0 73.0 
Ù 
0 
O O 
0 
0 
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Date Treatment 
Late susceptible3 
•° u 
Late resistant0 
Extended 
height 
Tassel 
ratio 
Extended 
height 
Tassel 
ratio 
Inches Percent Inches Percent . 
July 18 1 63.6 64.0 76.6 ' 77.0 
4 63.6 65.O . 73.0 76.0 
7 62.4 . 63.O 73.8 73.0 
Average 63.2 . 64.0 74.5 •75.0 
22 1 72.0 . 73.0 83.4 85.0 
4 ' 75.6 72.0 84.4 87.0 
7 63.4 76.0 84.0 85.0 
Average 70.3 74.0 83.8 86.0 
25 1 80.2 79.0 88.8. •91.0 
4 82.8 81.0 89.4 96.0 
7 73.4 76.0 . 90; 2 92.0 
Average 78.8 79.0 89.5 93.0 
o • 
S 
O 
# 
12) 
• 0 0 
Table 37. Analysis of variance for second 
• 
brood egg mass data in 1957. 
• 
* Degrees of 
Source of variation freedom 
Mean 
square 
• 
F-valuea 
Replicates • 5 
Dates (D) 1 
Error (a) 5 
•d, 
> . 2^4472 
36.1250 
1.245 
29.01** 
. Hybrids (H) 1 • 
H x D 1 
Error (b) 10 
5.0139 
.0139 
4.3486 
ns . 
ns 
T reatments (T) ' 2 
• T x D 2 
T x H / 2 
T x 0 x H 2 
Error (c) 40 
1.7629 
2.0417 
1.4305 
13.0327 
. 1.2745 
ns 
ns 
ns 
10.22** 
ans = non-significant. 
** = significant at 1 percent level. 
Table 38. Analysis of variance for second brood egg mass data in 1958. 
Degrees of 
Source of variation freedom 
Mean 
square F-vaIuea 
Replicates 4 
Whole plots 3 
Hybrids (H)' 1 
Dates.(D)• 1 
H x 0 1 
Error (a) 12 
1.208 
12.111 
4.2667 
26.6667 
5.4000 
.3194 
37.91** 
' 1 3 . 36-'-* . 
83.48** 
16.91** 
Sub-plot treatments (T) 2 
H x T 2 
D x T 2 
H x 0 x T . 2 
Error (b) 32 
. 4667 
2.2167 
. 4667 
2.0433 
. .592 • 
ns 
3.74* 
ns 
3.45* 
ans = non-significant. „ • 
e * = Significant at 5 percent level. 
° ** = significant.at 1 percent level. 
0 
0 
• 
® e 
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Table 39. Numbers of larvae found by periodic dissections during f^rst 
brood in 1957. * 
June July 
Planting Instar 18 V 26 28 1 5 9 16 18 
•V, Per 36 
Per 6 plants plants 
• 
Ear I y susceptible - 1 4 18 13 5 
2 2 3 3 16 5 3* 
3 . 1 19 17 25 - y - •: 2 
Treatment 2 4 : " 5 » 10 10 • ' . 6 28; 
• 5 • . 10 - 2! •154 ; 
:• P 
1 o". 
• 3 23 
Total 0, . : 6. 21 .17 45 32 48 33 200 
• 2". ; 15 -55 109 26 .1 
; 2 5- . 1 0  • 26 42 16-.7 
3 : - 2 20 26 17 ; 2 17 
Treatment 3 •' 4 6 ; If 15 23 • 60 . 
- 5 7 31 230 
P 1 : 25 
Tota 1 2 20 65 137 94 65 46 57 322 
1 • . 4% 84 130 23 . 
2 26 43 49 30 • • 9 
3 .. • 2 7 35 • 40 28 18 
Treatment 4 • • 4 A 16 . 39 18 78 
5 .21 -,. 40 246 ... 
P . 1 17: 
Total . 0 42 112 180 113 86 97- 62 359 
Early resistant 1 5 ' 28 16 8 
2 5 3 17 9 1 
3 > 9 6 8 1 2 
Treatment 2 4 3 .5 6 6 26 
• ' 
5 3 10 87 
P 1 17 
Total 0 5 33 19 '37' 20 18 18 132 
1 18 49 80 8 . 
2 o 2 11 14 15 8 1 
3 # 15 16 14 3 10 
Treatment 3 4 2 7 2 10 39 
5 1 19 110 
P 1 11 
° Total o° 18 51 91 39 38 25 34 0 
0
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Table 39. (Continued) 
e o 
e 
•o 
June July 0 
Planting * Instar 18 21 26 as 1 5« , 9 16 18 
6 Per 36 
Per 6 plants $ « plants 
0 e 1 . • 25 59 102 34 
• 
- 2 1 6 21 15 21 5 
3 1 10 17 10 3 9 
Treatment'4 4 . 5 11 13 9 48 
. .,5 . : • , 2 5 14 131 
- p 16 
Total o >5 134 ,. 64 •51 33 
• 
26 204 
June J uly 
® ' y - 20 / 24 27 . 2 ' . 5 • ,8 : 11 15 1:8 
Per 3:6 
Pe r 6 pi ârii t-S' . ' • plants 
Late suscepti b1e 1 16 2 5 
•-, , '. • -
' 2 1 • 1 1 4 1 
- 3 1 1 1 1 4 
Treatment 2 4 2 ^ 3 . 4 8 : 
5 1 . 3 11 36 
P • 9 
Total 0 17 4 7 • 5 - 3 8 15 57 
: i 17 46 52 27 13 
2 . : i 19 16 16 • 1.0 8 • 
3 2 : 8 14 16 5 11 
Treatment- 3 4 1 3 9 13 17 63 
5 ' 3 2 16 137 
' P 6 
Total 17 47 71 46 4P 36 39 38 217 
. 1 25 124 91 51 13 7 
• 2 12 25 16 22 5 
3 11 6 20 17 3 21 
Treatment 4 4 12 10 21 79 
5 3 3 27 154 
P 1 7 
• Total 25 124 103 87 35 64 35 52 261 
Late resistant 1 264211 
2 3 11 
3 -1 4 1 .1 2 
Treatment 2 4 2 9 
5 2 3 22 
• » Total 2 6,4 6 2 8 1 £> 
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Table 39. (Continued) 
0 O 
O 
o 
June 
• 
Julv 
Planting Instar 20 " 24 27 2 5 8 11 15 18 
Per 36 
Per 6 plants plants 
1 4 52 32 26 • 8 6 
0 
2 3 12 9 7 1 
3 1 4 5 *3 5 
Treatment °3 4 " 1 2 4 4 33 
5 6 61 
P • . . 
Total 4 52 35 38 19 19 10 13 99 
1 33 120 76 28 7 
2 6 9 10 5 2 
3 1 6 10 7 '3 8" 
Treatment 4 4 1 2 3 4 5  44 
5 1 7 89 
P ' 
TotaJ 33 120 82 39 25 18 14 15 141 
e 
0 % 
e o 
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Table 4t. Analysis of°variance for the data collected on larval popula-
tions found at the midsummer dissection in 1957 
• 
Degrees of Mean 0 
Source of variation • freedom square* F-valuea ° 
Replicates 
• 
5 9.575 
° 
Dates (D) , 1 26.210 79.86** 
Error (a) 5 .328 • 
e •... Hybrids (H) 
3 
1 29.889- 44.77** ° 
°H x D" o 1 1.797 ns • ; , 
Error (b)' 10 . 668 
Treatments (T) . 3 41.799 24.04** 
T x D .3 5.985 8.44* 
T x H 3 7.568 4, 35** 
T x D x H 3 .488 • ns 
Error (c) • 60 1.738 v 
Sampling error 480 . . 337 -
Total 575 
ns ='non-significant. 
* = significant at 5 percent level 
** = significant at 1 percent level 
O 
o 
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Table 41. Numbers of larvae found by periodic dissections during first 
brood in 1958. - ® • 
0 
• June July 
Planting lnstar° 19 26 2 10 17 28 
Per 30 . 
0 , , Per 15 plants plants 
Early susceptible 1 13 . 36 8 
° 
2 7 22 19 1 
° 3 4 22 1 
Treatment 4 4 . 22 11 3 
5 1 1 14 '35 
P 26 
Total 20 58 31 •56 26 - 64 
1 68 164 31 
2 44 84 15 
3 . ' 3 19 45 9 1 
Treatment 7 4 • 25 41 5' 
5 2 17 . 33 77 
P. 37 
Tota 1 68 • 211 136 • 102 83 120' 
Early resistant 1 45 31 12 
2 2 . 17 7 3 
3 4 3 1 
Treatment 4 4 1 5 3 1 
5 2 6 25 
P • 5 . 
Total 47 53 19 ' 13 .10 31 
. i • 88 . 158 15 2 . 
2 1 10 16 10 1 
3 1 10 8 • 
Treatment 7 4 6 19 10 
5 ' 1 2 37 . 
P 7 
• Total 89 168 ?2 %9 30- 54 
o 
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Table 41. (Continued) 
» 
3' 
0 
June JcPly 
Planting Instar 27 3 11 18 28 
Per 30 
0 
A Per 15 plants plants 
Late susceptible i • 5 1 
. 2 . À 
3 1 
Treatment 4 4 
° 
2 . 1 . 
e 5. 3 1 
P 1 
Tota 1 5 ' 2 0 5 4 
• 1 ' 151 35 
2 21 20 2 
3 . 3 23 10 
• Treatment 7 4 5 13 7 
5 2 13 75 
P 5 
Total 151 59 50 38 87 " 
Late resistant 1 
• 2 • 
3 ' 
Treatment 4 4 1 
5 2 
P 
Total 0 0 0 1 2 
1 151 l'l e 
• 2 ' 2 - 6 ' 11 2 
3 7 3 
Treatment 7 4 ' •  2 2 6 
5 4 13 
• P 
Total 153 17 21 11 19 
o o 
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Table 42. Analysis of variance for the data collected on larval pop­
ulations found at the midsummer dissection in 1958. 
• 0 
Degrees of Mean O 
Source of variation freedom square £-valuea 
9 Replicates 4 
0 
.702 
Whole plots 0 3 
Hybrids (H) 1 78.400 75.16** 
Dates (D) 1 74.710 71.63** 
H x D 1 2.500 ns 
Error (a) 12 1.043 . 
Sub-plot treatments (T) • 2 160.635 151.82** 
• H x T . 2 41.700 39.41** 
0 x T 2 17.245 16.30** 
H x. D x T 2 • 3.600 3.40* 
Error (b) • . 32 - 1.058 0 
Sampling error 
O
 
o
 1.048 
Total 359 
non-significant. 
Significant at 5 
significant at 1 
percent 
percent 
level. 
1evel. 
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Table 43. Analysis of variance of data collected on larval populations 
found at the fall dissection in 1957. • 
a 
» 0 0 
Source of variation 
Degrees of 
freedom 
Mean ° 
square F-valuea 
Repli cates 
Dates (D) 
"Error (a) 
e 
5 
1 
5 
3.644 
61 .£01 
1.461 
42.14** 
• 
• 
Hybrids (H) 
H x D • 
Error (b) 
1 
1 
10 
2.440 
22.792 
1.608 
ns 
13.565** 
Treatments (T) 
T x D 
T x H 
T x D x H 
Error .(c) 
7 
7 
7 
7 
IW 
90.754 • 
3.305 
.653 
2.289 
.546 
166.31** 
6.06** 
ns 
4.19** 
Sampling error 1728 .325 
Total ' 1919 • 
ns = non-significant. 
** = significant at 1 percent level. 
o o 
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Table 44. Analysis of variance for the data collected on larval popula­
tions found at the fall dissection in 1958. 
o 
Source of variation 
Degrees of 
freedom 
Mean 
F-va1uea 
Replicates 4 3.415 
Whole plot treatments 3 12.64 . . 3.75* 
Hybrids (H) 1 .380 0 ns 
Dates (D) 1 36.980 10.98** 
H x D • 1 .560 ns 
«Error (a) 12 3.366 P 
Sub-plot treatment (T) 8 64.488 49.04** 
1st generation (F) 2 1.880 1.18 
2nd generation (S) 2 252.160 158.49** 
F x S 4 J 1.955 1.22 
1nteract ions 24 
F x H 2 6.385 4.-01 * 
F x D 2 0.325 ns 
H x S 2 1.500 ns 
D x S 2 2.015 1.26 
F x H x D 2 1.285 * ns 
S x H x D 0 2 ' .700 ns « 
F x S x H • 4 3.418 2. 14 
f x S x D 4 1.985 . 1.24 
F x S x H x D 4 2.978 1.87 
Error *(b) 128 1.591 
Sampling error 1620 1.315 
Total 1799 
° 
ans = non-s i gn i f i cant. 
* = sign!fi cant at 5 percent 1evel. 0 
1'.-:.- = significant at 1 
0 0 
O 
O 
e 
percent level. 
O 
» 0 
° 
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O 
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Table 45. Analysis of variance for data on yields harvested 1 from 30 
plants in each plot in 1957. 
« 
Degrees of Mean 
« 
Source of variation freedom • squares F-valuea 
Replicates 5 10.7951 
Dates (D) 1 101.9376 18.045** 
Error (a) 5 5.6490 
Hybrids (H) I 44.5638 10.304** 
H x D 1 .0013 .0003 
Error (b) 10 4.3247 • 
Treatments (T) 7 28.6311 23.403** 
T x D 7 4.906! 4.010** 
T x H 7 3.1493 2.574* 
T x D x H 7 .9053 .740 
Error (c) 140 1.2234 
Sampling error • 1728 
. 
Tota 1 1919 
a* = significant at 5 percent level. 
** = significant at 1 percent level. 
o 
o o 
* 
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Table 46. Cavities found at the" midsummer and fall dissections in 1957. 
Planting 
Treatment number 
5 
Cavities per plant 
Midsummer d issect ion 
Ear ly  suscept ib le 0.25a 5.55 7.47 8.11 
Ear ly  res is tant  0.06 3.44 3» 28 4.67 
Late suscept ib le 0.08 1.28 3.58 3.92 
Late res istant  0.03 0.81 2.08 3.36 
Fall dissection 
Ear ly  suscept ib le 1.78 
Ear jy  res is tant  0.92 
Late suscept ib le 1.05 
Late res istant  0.58 
9.45 12.98 12.37 
7.78 7.50 8.00 
10.03 6 11.83 12.67 
6.23 8.18 7.58 
7 . 1 0  1 0 . 8 6  1 2 . 9 3  1 0 . 2 1  
4.48 8.73° 11.02 5.35 
9.07 13.27 15.62 6.77 
6.25 . 8.77 9.73 3.63 
VJ 
M 
3Each figure is based on the mean of observations made on 36 plants. 
6 Each figure is based on the mean of observations made on 60 plants. 
o 
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Table 47. Analysis of variance for data on yields harvested from 30 
plants in each ploGt in 1958. 
V 
o a Degrees of Mean 
Source of variation freedom squares F-valuea 
6 
Repli cates 
0 
4 0.782 
Whole plot treatments 3 
Hybrid (H) 1 c 294.140 „ 180.898** 
Date (D) 1 40.610 24.975** 
H x D I 52.170 32.085** 
Error (a) 12 1.626 
Sub-plot treatments 8 
1st generation (F) I 38.190 128.154** 
2nd generation (S) 2 4.120 .13.826** 
F x S 4 0.305 1.023 (ns) 
F x H 2 23.015 77.232** 
F x D 2 2.995 10.050** 
H x S 2 2.375 7.970** 
D x S 2 1.570 5.268** 
F x H x D 2 1.485 4.983** 
S X H X D e 2 0 2.645 8.876** 
F x S x H 4 0.325 1.091 (ns) 
F x S x D 4 0.340 1.141 (ns) 
F x S x H x D 4 1.645 5.520** 
Error (b) 128 . 0.298 
Total 179 o * 
ns = non-significant. 
** = significant at 1 percent level. 
o o <0 
Table 48. Cavities found at the midsummer and fall dissections in 1958. 
Treatment number 
Plant!ng 
Cavities per plant 
Midsummer dissection 
TT 
Early susceptible 0.03c 
Early resistant 0.16 
Late susceptible 0.03 
Late resistant 0.03 
3.20 
1.73 
0.13 
0 
5.83 
2.57 
3.30 
0.63 
# 
Fall d issect ion 
Early susceptible 1.30^ 2.36 5.46' 3.22 4.26 6.24 5.44 5.38 6.86 
Early resistant 0.52 2.20 4.46 1.88 2.60 3.50 2.44 3.34 5.98 
Late susceptible 1.52 3* 54 6.28 1.8^ 3.34 5.64 3.68 %. 78 6.82 
Late resistant 0.76 3.40 4.36 0.72 3-58 4.70 1.84 3.00 4.92 
aEach figure is based on the mean of observations made on 30 plants. 
^Each figure is based on the mean of observations made on 50 plants. 
